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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

There has Jong been a need for an objective measure of personaJity 

designed for use with children. As KJinedinst (1971, 1973) points out, children's 

personaJity descriptions traditionaiJy have been based on procedures such as 

picture drawing, cJinicians' observations in pJay and interview situations, 

informal use of projective techniques, and interviews with parents. While these 

sources often yieJd vaJuabJe cJinicaJ information, the reliability of such 

procedures is questionable and many of these techniques are difficuJt to teach. 

In an effort to bridge this gap in the psychologicaJ assessment of 

chiJdren, the PersonaJity Inventory for Chiidren (PIC) was deveJoped by Wirt, 

Seat, and Broen (1977) and their coJJeagues. The PIC contains 600 items 

covering a wide range of cJinicaJJy relevant behaviors in chiidren such as peer 

reJationships, antisociaJ tendencies, depression, school performance, develop-

mental progress, etc . In addition, there are a number of items which refer to 

the parents' behavior such as defensiveness, maritaJ probJems, child rearing 

practices, e tc . (Wirt åc Broen, 1938). The informant, usually the chiid's mother, 

endorses or rejects the PIC items, depending upon whether they appJy to her 

chiJd. Inventory scaJes representing a number of important chiJdhood syndromes 

may be scored. These scaJes incJude three vaJidity scaJes, one generaJ screening 

scale, 12 clinicaJ scaJes, and 14 supplemental scaJes. The PIC represents a major 

new advancement in the assessment of personality in chiJdren. However, the 

success of the PIC rests in its abiJity to refJect reliabjy and accurateJy 

important personaJity variabJes in the chiJd. One facet of this very compiex task 



invoJves the ab i i i ty of the test to detect inaccuracies in the informant 's 

descript ion of the ch i ld . Speci f ical ly, the question is, can the c l in ic ian 

determine from the test resuJts whether the informant has at tempted to respond 

honestJy or, on the other hand, has at tempted to deny or exaggerate the extent 

of the chi ld 's diff icuJties? The val id i ty scaJes on the PIC were intended, in 

par t , to address this issue. The present study at tempted to evaluate how weJJ 

the PIC vaJidity scales fuJfiiJ the funct ion of detect ing inaccurate responding. 

In addi t ion, this study examined the usefuJness of subtJe and obvious test i tem 

content in determining whether an informant had responded honestiy. 

Parents are an important source of information about their chi ldren's 

adjustment and behavior. In fac t , some researchers have asserted that mothers 

are the best single source of information for ascertaining deviant behavior in 

chi idren (Novic, RosenfeJd, Black, <5c Dawson, 1966). But the accuracy of 

parentaJ reports is a matter of some debate. Lindhoim and TouJiatos (1981) state 

that "parents are reliabJe sources for cJinicaJ judgments regarding their 

o f fspr ing" (p. 243). However, severaJ of the studies that Lindholm and TouJiatos 

c i te do not support this statement. For exampJe, Becker (1960) compared 

mother, fa ther , and teacher behavior ratings of the same chi ldren and found 

that "A large and consistent rat ing bias is apparent in the father correJations 

such that if he rates himseJf favorabJy, he aJso rates his wi fe and chiJd 

favorabJy on most fac tors . . . .A simiJar, but Jess marked, e f fec t can aJso be 

demonstrated in the mother rat ings" (p. 319). Furthermore, the average 

correlat ions for f ive of Becker's factors was .76 between two teachers, .32 

between mother and fa ther , and .34 between parents and teachers. Thus, there 

are substantiaJ dif ferences between parents' descriptions of their chiJd and 



teachers' descript ions. In another study c i ted by LindhoJm and TouJiatos (Dreger, 

Reid , Lewis, OverJade, R ich , TaffeJ, Mi l le r , & Flemming, 1964) the authors 

devised a chiJd behavior rat ing scaJe consisting of "str ictJy behavioraJ" i tems. 

The behavior rat ing scaJe was administered to mothers and fathers of chiJdren 

during intake at chiJd guidance c l in ics. Dreger et a l . state "As for the accuracy 

of the BPP rf^<;nonrlf:»nt's percept ion, then, i t is the Committee's hope ~ and in 

most cases, judgement — that the BCP items descrilíe suff icientJy concrete 

behaviors that the parent couid scarceJy miss observing them" (p. 7). Yet their 

own findings give reason to doubt this "hope" in that the percentage agreement 

between mother and father ratings was Jow, ranging between 10 and 55% w i th 

an average of only 36% agreement. Dreger et a l . fur ther report " there is one 

area in which parents seemed to empJoy defensive measures; they endorsed 

sexuai items rareJy" (p. 7). Thus, both the Becker (1960) and Dreger et aJ. (1964) 

studies cast doubt on the re l iab i l i ty or accuracy of parentaJ reports of chiJd 

behavior. 

In their own study Lindholm and TouJiatos (1981) use no externaJ source 

of informat ion to judge the accuracy of parents' reports of chiJd probJems. 

However, they too found a signif icant discrepancy between the probJems 

reported by mothers and fathers on the Behavior ProbJem CheckJist (Quay, Note 

1). Lindholm and Touliatos drew two basic concJusions: "(a) Mothers perceived 

more behavior probJems in their chiJdren than the fathers d id , and (b) 

reJationships between the parents' ratings were onJy moderate or Jow to 

moderate" (p. 231). They hypothesized a var iety of expJanations for the discrep-

ancies incJuding: (a) s i tuat ional var iab i i i ty in the chi ld's behavior resuJting in 

mothers and fathers seeing d i f ferent sampJes of behavior; (b) d i f ferent biases 



and d i f ferent frames of reference possibly Jeading to distort ions, omissions, and 

exaggerations; or (c) other factors unreJated to the chiJd such as Jow 

seJf-concept in the parent or marital conf i i c t . 

Validity Scales 

ScaJes designed to determine the honesty or frankness with which the 

person has attempted to respond are found on the PIC, the Minnesota 

MuJtiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), and simiJar personaJity inventories. 

These scales are often calJed "vaJidity" scaJes or indicators. However, before 

discussing the various methods or approaches used to assess the person's 

test- tak ing at t i tudes, it wilJ be usefuJ to discuss briefJy the usage of the term 

"vaJidity." 

Within the context of structured personaJity tests, vaJidity has been used 

to refer to two somewhat di f ferent concepts (Dahistrom, Welsh, ôc Dahlstrom, 

1972; Greene, 1980). In the f i rs t sense, vai idi ty refers to the property of a 

scaie or instrument which iegitimizes the particular substantive psychological 

inferences that may be drawn from scores obtained by appropriate admini-

strat ion of that instrument. That is, the instrument is valid to the extent that 

accurate and meaningfui information can l̂ e gleaned from it under normal test -

ing condit ions. The second use of val idi ty pertains to the appropriateness or 

acceptabi l i ty of any one administration of the test . This lat ter meaning is 

addressed by the val id i ty scaJes of structured personaJity tests. Even though a 

test may have high predict ive va l id i ty , the test may be improperly given or 

scored, or the person may not be wiJJing to compJete the test appropriateJy. In 

each of these Jatter instances, that particuJar administration wouJd be inval id. 

When an individual sits down to take a personality inventory, he/she may 



adopt any of severai d i f ferent approaches or att i tudes toward the task. F i rs t , 

the person may choose to answer the test in an honest and st ra ight- forward 

manner. This at t i tude is ideai from the examiner's perspective, and, in the 

absence of contradictory data, the interpreter assumes that the individual has 

adopted such an orientat ion toward the task. Since an honest test- taking 

at t i tude presents no particuJar probJems in in terpretat ion, it wi l i not be 

discussed further except as it contrasts to other approaches which may be 

taken. Second, the individual may simply not provide any usefui information to 

the examiner by omitt ing a Jarge number of test items. Since an item can 

contr ibute to the elevation of a scale only if i t is answered (and in the keyed 

direct ion), it is clear that faiJure to respond to an excessive number of items 

wi i l Jead to lowered scores on some or aJJ of the profiJe scaJes. Third, the 

person may avoid providing useful information by adopting an atypicaJ response 

set, which is a more-or-iess consistent way of responding to the inventory that 

tends to ignore the content of the items as it pertains to the test - taker . For 

exampie, the individual may respond randomiy or answer aii or aimost al l of the 

items either true or false. Fourth, the person may attempt to appear more 

pathoJogical than is actuaJJy the case. This test- taking orientat ion has been 

referred to in the Jiterature by a variety of terms which wiJJ be used inter-

changeabiy here: negative dissimuiation, negative maiingering, exaggeration of 

pathoiogy, and faking-bad. F i f t h , a simiJar approach, though opposite in in tent , 

involves an attempt by the respondent to appear more heaithy than he/she 

actual iy is. Terms which have been used to refer to this generai or ientat ion 

inciude positive dissimuJation, positive malingering, social desirabi i i ty 

responding, and faking-good. FinaiJy, the individuaJ may choose to simuJate a 



specif ic ro le. That is, the respondent may adopt the perspective of a person in 

a part icuiar roie such as an air force o f f icer , an ar t is t , or someone with a 

specif ic type of psychopathology. This approach wi l i be referred to as roie 

simuiat ion. In the fol lowing sections, each of these test- taking orientations wiJJ 

be examined in greater detai i and relevant research wiJJ be reviewed. 

Item Omission 

A person may fa i l to respond to a number of inventory items because 

he/she is either unwii l ing or unabie to respond. Dahlstrom et a i . (1972) have 

suggested that defensiveness is a signif icant cause of omitted items. In a sample 

of neariy 12,000 normaJs, Gravi tz (1967) conciuded that the MMPI items most 

often omit ted were those that probed personai and private feeJings. On the 

other hand, in an empiricai study, Tamkin and Scherer (1937) found that 

omit t ing a iarge number of items did not seem to represent a defensive, evasive 

a t t i tude . For example, a respondent may omit an item because he/she simpjy 

feeJs it is not personaily reievant. 

Uniike some other response sets, detecting omitted items is mereiy a 

c ler icai task, given access to the answer sheet. Thus, the interpreter 's concern 

is not in detect ing omit ted items but rather in understanding their ef fect on the 

test results and the cl ient 's reasons for the omissions. 

Since an item can load on a scaie onJy i í it is answered in the keyed 

d i rect ion, the ef fect of omit t ing items is a generai lowering of the scaie(s) on 

which the item is scored. The MMPI expJicitiy acknowJedges this probiem by 

recording the number of items omit ted (or doubie marked) on the 1_ scaie 

(Cannot Say). Most other tests do not formaJJy score the omit ted items, though 

it is tac i t i y understood that faiJure to respond to a Jarge number of test items 



may calJ into question the vaJidity of that administrat ion. 

An important issue concerns the number of items which may be omit ted 

before the usefuiness of a scale is seriously impaired. Hathaway and McKinley 

(1967) rat ional iy assigned a J-score of 50 to a raw score of 30 and a J-score of 

70 to a raw score of 110 on the MMPJ 2 scaJe. Their assumption was that 30 

omit ted items wouid be the average for the reference popuiation and that up to 

110 items (one item in f ive) couJd be omitted and stiiJ have an interpretable 

profiJe. However, CJopton and Neuringer (1977) reported that the mean number 

of item omissions in two patient popuiations and a job applicant popuJation 

varied between 2.2 and 4.7 items. Rosen (1938) and Tamkin and Scherer (1937) 

reported median ?_ scaie raw scores of iess than 4 in two other patient samples. 

In a second study, Ciopton and Neuringer (1977) examined the effects of 

randomiy omit t ing varying numbers of items (3, 30, 55, 80, 103, and 130) from 

MMPI prof i ies. They found that as more items were omit ted, there was a 

progressive and continuous reduction in profi ie evaluation and a progressively 

greater l ikei ihood that the high-point pair wouid change. For exampie, randomiy 

omit t ing 30 items changed the high-point pair for over 25% of the prof i les. 

Clopton and Neuringer conciuded that a ]_ scaJe raw score of 3 shouJd be set 

equaJ to a l[-score of 50, since the vast majority of MMPI respondents omit f ive 

or fewer i tems. They further suggest that a ?. scale raw score of 30 shouid be 

set equai to a T^-score of 60 to show that caution is needed in interpret ing such 

a p ro f i ie . Greene (1980) is even more conservative in suggesting that a raw 

score of 30 should be assigned a X-score of 70. 

There is currentJy no report in the i i terature of the frequency of omit ted 

items on the PIC in various popuiations. However, preiiminary data from two 
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outpat ient ci inics are avaiiabie (Washington, Note 2). At the Texas Tech 

PsychoJogy CJinic about 78% (83/109) of the PIC respondents omitted two or 

fewer i tems, while about 92% (100/109) omitted 10 or fewer. The mean number 

of items omit ted was 2.7. At the Developmental Disabilities Center (DDC) at 

Texas Tech University about 36% (32/37) omitted two or fewer items, whiie 77% 

Wl57) omit ted 10 or fewer. The mean number of items omitted at DDC was 5.5. 

From these data it is apparent that the frequency of omitted items on the PIC 

varies somewhat from one sett ing to another; however, it is reasonabie to 

expect that a great majority of respondents wilJ omit 10 or fewer items. 

Response Sets 

A second approach to the test situation which the ci ient may adopt is a 

mode of responding which ignores the content of the items as they relate to 

him/herseJf, that is, a response set. The two most bJatant response sets invoJve 

endorsing ali or most items either true or false. The "a i i - t rue" and "aiJ-false" 

response sets are easily detected by examining the answer sheet. A response set 

which is much more d i f f icu i t to ident i fy by inspection of the answer sheet 

consists of random responding. That is, the person endorses items in a random 

fashion. 

The most common method of detecting a i i - t rue, aJJ-faJse, and random 

response sets (aside from inspection of the answer sheet) invoives deveioping a 

scale which consists of items that are rareiy answered in the keyed direct ion by 

either normal or pathoJogicai groups. This approach was used in developing the 

MMPI _F scaie, the PIC £ and INF (Infrequency) scales, the Personaiity Research 

Form JN^ (Infrequency) scale, and the Cali fornia Psychoiogical Inventory Cm 

(Communality) scaie. A l l - t rue , aJJ-false, and random response sets usuaJIy resuJt 



in deviant scores on these scaies. In addi t ion, various configurations of vaJidity 

scaies have been usefui in ident i fy ing these response sets in MMPI prof i ies. For 

exampie, Dahlstrom et a i . (1972) reported theoret icai iy derived random MMPI 

profi les character ized by L^ scale elevations approaching a T^-score of 63, the F_ 

scaie approaching a JT-score of 110, aJong with JT-scores on Scaie 8̂  

(Schizophrenia) between 93 and 110. Empiricaiiy derived random profi les show 

similar configurations (Cott ie <5c Poweli , 1931; Fox, Note 3). On the PIC a l l - t rue , 

a l l - fa lse, and random response sets are characterized by the F̂  scale 

approaching a J-score of 120 (Wir t , Lachar, Kl inedinst, 6c Seat, 1977). 

Unfortunately, at ieast on the MMPI, profiies very simiiar to these 

response sets may be produced by severely disturbed patients who are 

at tempt ing to answer honestly. Two other approaches have been taken to heip 

distinguish deviant response sets from honest test reponding. One approach 

involves using items which are repeated within the test with identical content. 

Buechiey and Bail (1932) pointed out that the 16 repeated items on the group 

form of the MMPI couJd be used to estabiish the individual's consistency in 

responding within one administration of the test . To simpJify scoring, Buechiey 

and BaJJ used onJy 14 of the 16 repeated items on their TY ("Test-retest") scale. 

Later wri ters have used ail 16 pairs and have referred to the scaie as the TR 

Index (Dahistrom et a l . , 1972; Greene, 1980). The raw score on the TR Index is 

the number of items answered inconsistentJy. Using a score of three or iess as 

an acceptabJe JeveJ of response consistency and four or more to indicate 

questionabie response re i iab i i i ty , Buechiey and Baii of fered evidence that an 

occasionaJ record wi th a middJe range score on the F̂  scaie may have serious 

inconsistencies in item endorsement. In addi t ion, at least 13% of the test 
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records wi th moderateiy high or higher F_ scale elevations in their sample of 

inst i tut ional ized boys did not show this kind of response inconsistency. Thus, 

Buechley and Ball argue that the TR Index can help c iar i fy questions about the 

acceptabi i i ty of a given protocol that may be raised by unusual scores on the 

t radi t ional MMPI val id i ty indicators. Jones, Neuringer, and Patterson (1976) and 

Greene (1979) have reported that the TR Index is relat iveiy independent of 

amount and type of psychopathology, which is a highJy desirabJe feature since it 

permits evaJuation of response consistency with reiativeJy JittJe interference 

from psychopathoJogy which has signif icant ef fect upon the F̂  scaie. Greene 

(1979) concluded that the TR Index is a usefui adjunct to the t radi t ionai 

va l id i ty scales especially wi th cases in which high _F scaie eievations ref lect 

genuine distress and in cases which wouid be considered valid by the t radi t ionai 

indicators but which may have many inconsistent responses. 

A second approach to the probiem of distinguishing deviant response sets 

from honest but seriousiy disturbed profiies is simiiar to the test-retest 

approach but uses items which are psychoiogicaiiy opposite in content. 

Haertzen and Hiil (1963) developed the Ca (Careiessness) scale for the Addict ion 

Research Center Inventory which consists of repeated items and pairs of items 

which are psychologicai opposites. They found that a cut -of f score between 

three and four mismatched items was optimai for ident i fy ing records in which 

drugs may have caused the individual to be too inat tent ive or uncoordinated to 

complete the inventory appropriately. Haertzen and Hill aiso found that the 

psychoiogicaily opposite pairs were more sensitive than the repeated item pairs 

in detect ing inconsistent responding. Adapting this approach to the MMPI, 

Greene (1978) deveJoped the 0-J_ (CareJessness) scaJe consisting of twelve 
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additionaJ 10% of the sample as invaiid which the TR Index would have 

considered valid. Both the TR Index and the 0 4 scale shouid be successfuJ in 

identifying random response sets since, on the average, half of the pairs wouJd 

be answered inconsistentiy. However, the Crl scaie should aJso be usefuJ in 

detecting aJJ-true and aJJ-false response sets for which the TR Index wouid be 

useless. Since both members of the TR index item pairs are keyed in the same 

direction (because the members of each pair are identicai), any response set 

which wouid result in the same response to both items wouid be undetected by 

the TR Index. An ail-true or ail-faJse response set wouJd be easily identified by 

the CrJ scaJe since aimost half of the pairs of items require endorsing one item 

true and the other false. 

Negative Dissimulation 

A third generaJ probJem of vaJidity occurs when the test-taker attempts 

to appear more pathoJogical than is actuaJJy the case. Some of the infrequency 

scales discussed above, such as the MMPI F̂  scaie, the PIC F̂  scale, and the CPI 

Cm scaie, have shown promise in detecting negative dissimuiation (Dahlstrom et 

al., 1972; Megargee, 1972; Wirt et ai., 1977). However, deviant scores on these 

infrequency scaies also may resuit from severe pathoiogy in the ciient. Severai 

other scaies and indices have fc>een deveioped to detect negative dissimulation. 

Gough's Dissimulation Index (£-K_ Index) for the MMPI (Gough, 1947) consists of 

the raw score of _F minus the raw score of _K. A variety of cutting scores for 

the F-K Index have been suggested in the Jiterature. Gough (1947) found that 

scores on the _F-j< Index ranged between -28 and +23 with a median vaiue of 

about -9 across normal and ciinicai popuiations. Most individuals in the MMPI 

normative sampie scored between -2 and -19. Individuals who attempted to 
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dissimuiate negatively, however, generally showed positive scores. In his in i t ia i 

report , Gough (1947) suggested that any score of +9 or larger on the £-]< Index 

should ÍDe considered an indication of negative dissimulation in patient popula-

t ions. Gough (1930) combined data from several di f ferent studies to f ind optimaJ 

cut t ing scores across a variety of populations. Gough reported that a cut t ing 

score of +1 correct ly classified 88% of 1434 honest profi ies and 88% of 319 

negative dissimulation prof i ies. In the same samples, a cut t ing score of +9 

correct ly classif ied 97% of the honest profiles and 75% of the negative dissimu-

lat ion prof i les. Branca and PodoJnick (1961) found that a cut t ing score of +3 

ident i f ied al l but one MMPI profi le of persons asked to fake an anxiety state. 

Anthony (1971) also reported results supporting the usefulness of the F -̂j< Index 

in his study of air force men seen in a psychiatric set t ing. Using a cut t ing score 

of zero, Anthony found that the ^-J< Index reliably separated deiiberately 

exaggerated records from honest profiles produced by the same individuais. A 

cut t ing score of +19 was optimal for separating exaggerated profi les from 

actual profiJes of other patients showing the same configurations. However, the 

same probJems are encountered with the jF-K_ Index as were descriÍDed with the 

F scaie. That is, a signif icant subgroup of persons who wouid be classif ied as 

negative dissimulators by the F̂ -K_ Index are actually feeling very badly and are 

accurateJy refJecting their present situation (Greene, 1980). Thus, in order to 

obtain maximum information from infrequency scales and indices such as the 

F-K Index, it wi l l probabiy be necessary to estabiish cut -of f points for specif ic 

populations. No index similar to the MMPI _F-j< Index has yet been developed for 

the PIC. 

Gough's Dissimuiation Scale (Ds) for the MMPI was empir ical ly 
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constructed to distinguish normal individuals asked to fake neurosis from 

individuals actual ly diagnosed as neurotic (Gough, 1934). The items incJuded in 

the Ds^ scale were neither character ist ic of neurotics nor normals, but were 

better interpreted as a product of the stereotypic views that normal people 

have about how neurotic patients wi l i answer the MMPI. The CPI ^ (Sense of 

Well-Being) scale is an adaptation of the MMPI _Ds scaie to f i t the requirements 

of the CPL Research wi th the Ds^ scale has supported its use for ident i fy ing 

negative dissimulation. Gough (1934) found that a raw score on the ^ scale of 

33 or above ident i f ied 93% of the faked neurotic records while misiabeling only 

6% of the records from either known neurotics or normais taking the test under 

standard condit ions. In a group of college students, Exner, McDoweil, Pabst, 

Stackman, and Kirk (1963) found a cut t ing score of 20 to be useful in separating 

honest profi les from negatively dissimulated profiies of the same individuals. In 

his patient sample, Anthony (1971) found that _Ds couid d i f ferent ia te 

exaggerated from actual profiles of other patients matched for conf igurat ion. 

No scaie has been developed for the PIC by contrasting deliberately fa ls i f ied 

protocols wi th protocols produced by parents of disturbed chi idren. 

In a pair of recent studies, Grow, McVaugh, and Eno (1980) compared the 

relat ive effectiveness of four di f ferent techniques for detecting negative 

dissimuiation on the MMPI: (a) _F raw score, (b) the _Ds scale, (c) Wiener's (1948) 

subtle and obvious items, and (d) the £- j< Index. In their f i rs t study, Grow et a i . 

instructed three groups of college students to dissimulate negativeiy, respond 

accurate ly, or dissimuiate posit iveiy. They found that negative dissimuiation 

could best be ident i f ied using the £ raw score ( f i f teen or greater) or the £-J< 

Index (seven or greater). These two techniques correct ly ident i f ied 100% and 
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98% respectively of the negative dissimulation group. Each technique incorrect ly 

ident i f ied 4% of the honest group and none of the positive dissimulation group 

as negative dissimulators. In a "cross val idat ion" study, Grow et a i . ident i f ied 

three groups of patients whom they believed to be spontaneously dissimulating 

negatively or posit ively, or responding honestly. While the hit rates were 

somewhat iower than in the student sample, the _F raw score and the £-_K Index 

again were iDest in distinguishing negative dissimulators from the other two 

groups. 

Both the F_-K_ Index and the Ds^ scaJe have been of some use in detect ing 

negative dissimulation on the MMPI. However, as noted above, no simiiar indices 

have been developed for the PIC. Negative dissimuiation produces elevations on 

the PIC F_ scale, but similar elevations are aiso produced by parents of seriously 

disturbed children (Wirt et a l . , 1977). Subtie and obvious items wi l i be discussed 

later . More research is clearly needed on detection of negative dissimulation on 

the PIC. 

Positive Dissimulation 

A four th possible source of inval idi ty on a given administration of a test 

occurs when the respondent attempts to cover up psychological problems or 

appear more healthy than he/she actually is. Both the MMPI and the PIC 

contain L (Lie) scaies designed to identi fy naive attempts at positive 

dissimulation. The rat ionai ly selected item content of these scales is designed to 

detect a response tendency to ascrilDe the most virtuous behaviors and/or to 

deny minor, commonly-occurring undesirable behaviors. Studies on the MMPI l^ 

scale have generally supported the assumptions made in construct ing the scale. 

Data from the Minnesota normative groups (Dahistrom et a l . , 1972) and from 
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other studies (cf. Gravitz, 1970) have shown that most of the L scale items are 

answered in the nondefensive direction by at least 30% of normal samples. 

Hathaway and Meehl (1931) have presented evidence that individuals with high L 

scale scores rarely elevate any MMPI clinical scale above a J-score of 70. More 

specifically, Marks and Seeman (1963) have noted that in adults the number of 

scales above a T_-score of 70 drops off sharply at a raw score of nine or greater 

on the MMPI L̂  scale. The suppressive effect of the L scale on MMPI profiie 

elevation also has been demonstrated in an adolescent popuJation (Hathaway <5c 

Monachesi, 1961). Again the higher the L_ scale eievation on the MMPI, the 

Jower the overall elevation of the ciinical profiie tends to be. 

The validity data avaiiable on the PIC _L scale is more limited. However, 

it appears that the PIC L^ scale is positively related to other measures of 

defensiveness on the PIC such as the DEF (Defensiveness) scale, the J< scale, 

and the S^ (Social Desirabiiity) scale (Wirt et al., 1977). In addition, Lachar and 

Gdowski (1979) have provided correlational support for the validity of the PIC L^ 

scale. Lachar and Gdowski collected behavioral descriptions of children from 

parents, teachers, and clinicians and correlated these descriptions with PIC 

protocois. Elevations on the L_ scaie greater than a J-score of 39 were 

associated positiveiy with a tendency in the informant to ascribe the most 

virtuous of behaviors and deny minor, commoniy occurring behavior problems in 

the description of the chiid. Lachar and Gdowski conciuded that this tendency 

to under-report problems may have affected other scale eievations, such that 

the resulting profile interpretation may not adequately represent the extent of 

the child's problems. Chiidren seen for evaluation who obtained high L̂  scale 

scores were iess likely to be characterized by disobedient, aggressive, or 
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antisocial behaviors. While the data reported by Wirt et al. (1977) and Lachar 

and Gdowski (1979) provide some support for the initiai purpose of the scale, it 

would be of interest to know how varying ieveis of defensiveness affect the PIC 

L^ scale in different popuJations. 

Since the item content of the MMPI and PIC _L scales is rather obvious, L̂  

scales may detect relativeiy direct attempts to iook good. However, it is also 

desirable to identify more sophisticated and subtle attempts which escape 

detection by L. scales. Scales to identify more sophisticated positive 

dissimulation have been constructed in several ways and with siightly different 

emphases. 

The PRF D^ scale (Desirability: Jackson, 1974), the MMPI _So scaie 

(Social Desirabiiity: Edwards, 1933, 1937b), and the PIC _SD scale (Social 

Desirability: Wirt et aJ., 1977) were constructed by seJecting items with very 

high and very iow ratings of social desirabiiity. These ratings of social 

desirability were obtained through an external source such as ratings by judges. 

Very high scores on these scales are supposedly indicative of conscious or 

unconscious attempts to look good. Braun and Costantini (1970) administered the 

PRF to 36 undergraduates under standard instructions and to 38 undergraduates 

under instructions to make the best impression possibie without being detected. 

Using a cut-off score of 18 on the _Dy_ scale, 14% of the standard instruction 

group were classified as positive dissimulators, while 31% of the good impression 

group were so classified. Whiie this difference was significant, the practicai 

usefulness of the D^ scaie in detecting sophisticated attempts at positive 

^The MMPÍ Sociai Desirability scale was abbreviated _SD by Edwards (1933). 
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usefulness of the ^ scale in detecting sophisticated attempts at positive 

dissimulation appears quite limited. 

The So-r scale, a short form of the MMPI _5o scale, has been widely 

studied. However, most of these studies have been carried out without external 

criteria for judging protocol validity. There is littie firm evidence to support 

the use of the So-r scale in determining the extent to which a given individual 

actually has slanted deliberately his/her MMPI responses (Biock, 1963; Dahlstrom 

et al., 1972). The current data indicate that the So-r scale is more useful as a 

measure of a personality attribute than for determination of protocoi vaiidity. 

There is little or no empirical evidence regarding the usefuiness of the 

PIC _SD scale for detecting positive dissimulation (Wirt et ai., 1977). More 

research on the PIC _SD scaie is needed to determine its possible relationship to 

accuracy of probiem reporting or positive dissimuiation by parents under 

standard test conditions. It is possible that the _SD scale will prove more useful 

in detecting less conscious, less intentional positive dissimuiation than in 

detecting deliberate attempts to look good. 

The PIC DEF scale (Defensiveness) was designed to measure a parent's 

tendency to be defensive about his/her child's behavior. In constructing the DEF 

scale, Myers (1974) obtained protocols from 42 iow-defensive and 48 high-

defensive mothers seen as part of their chiid's evaiuation by a court, in-patient 

or out-patient psychiatric facility. Level of defensiveness was rated by 

clinicians on a five-point scale which ranged from "not defensive" (rating of 1) 

to "denial of problem" (rating of 3). PIC items which correlated highiy with the 

defensiveness rating were seiected. A cutting score of more than 12 (greater 

than a T-score of 39) correctly identified 93% of the iow-defensive and 88% of 
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the high-defensive protocois in the construction samples of disturbed children. 

However, DEF scale elevations in normal populations tend to be rather high 

(Wirt et al., 1977) complicating the distinction between persons appropriately 

endorsing the items and persons who may be trying to deny probJems. To date, 

there has been no research which examined how variations in [evei or type of 

dissimulation (i.e., positive or negative dissimulation, or accurate reporting) 

affect eJevations on DEF. 

A final approach to detection of positive dissimulation invoives construc-

ting a scale which distinguishes honest from positiveJy dissimuJated profiles of 

the same persons or matched groups. This approach was used in developing the 
2 

SD scale (Sociai Desirability: Wiggins, 1939) and the M£ scale (Positive Maiin-

gering: Cofer, Chance, <5c Judson, 1949) of the MMPI and the Gi scale (Good 

Impression: Gough, 1932) of the CPI. Wiggins (1939) found 40 items, the Sd 

scaie, which distinguished honest from positiveiy dissimuiated records of college 

students. In constructing the ^/l£ scale, Cofer et al. (1949) asked college 

students to take the MMPI dissimulating positively, dissimuiating negatively, or 

responding honestly. Cofer et al. found 34 items which did not change under the 

negative dissimulation condition but did change under positive dissimuiation 

instructions. Using a cutting score of 19, the \ ^ scale correctly identified 86% 

of the positive dissimulation records, 96% of the honest records, and did not 

incorrectly classify any negative dissimulation records in the derivation sample. 

^The Positive Malingering scale is abbreviated Cof by Baker (1967) and Boe 

and Kogan (1964). 
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Wiggins (1939) found the _Sd and M^^ scales to be signif icant ly more 

successful than the _K or So-r scales in detecting deiiberate positive 

dissimulation in students. Boe and Kogan (1964) found similar results in a 

patient populat ion. However, the So-r and j< scaies did somewhat better while 

the Sd^ and Mp scales did not perform as well as in the Wiggins study. Thus, the 

MMPI Sd and M ^ scales seem to l̂ e useful in detecting positive dissimulation, 

while the results wi th regard to the MMPI _K and So-r scales appear to be more 

equivocal. 

The CPI G\_ scaie (Gough, 1932) also was constructed by contrasting 

honest and positive dissimulation groups. Gough (1969) instructed 179 high 

school students to take the CPI dissimulating posit ively. This group scored signi-

f icant ly higher than the high school norm on the Gi_ scaie. Canter (1963) gave 

the CPI to aicoholic patients and hospital aides under standard and positive 

dissimulation instruct ions, and found elevated scores on the ^ scaie in the 

dissimulated records but not in the standard records. Dicken (1960) asked f ive 

groups of students to take the CPI honestly and again under one of the fo l low-

ing roie playing condit ions: high dominance, high responsibil i ty, high inte l lec-

tual e f f ic iency, high f lex ib i l i t y , or generaily favorabie impression. The f i rst four 

conditions may be considered specific types of positive dissimulation, while the 

f i f t h is a generally positive dissimulation set. In general, profi les rose consider-

ably (i.e., became more socially desirable) in all f ive groups. However, in all but 

one group (not reported), the Gl_ scale showed the greatest increase in eieva-

t i on . Using a J-score of 60 as a cut t ing score correct ly ident i f ied 79% of the 

dissimulated records whiie misclassifying only 3% of the honest records. Canter 

also had two groups of psychologists take the CPI under one of two role-playing 
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conditions: high-flexibility and high-dominance. These sophisticated, "test-wise" 

groups were able to increase significantly the F̂ ^ scale (FJexibiiity) and the _Do 

scale (Dominance) respectively without increasing the ^ scale significantly. 

Thus, it appears that the Gi_ scale can successfully detect positive dissimuiation 

in relatively naive student and patient popuiations but is not as usefuJ in 

psychoJogicalIy sophisticated populations. 

A variation on the scale construction technique described above involves 

finding items which distinguish between the records of normals and the records 

of known abnormals with "normal" appearing profiies. This method was employed 

in construction of the MMPI K scale (Meehl åc Hathaway, 1946) and the PIC J< 

scale (Wirt et al., 1977). In Meehl and Hathaway's original sample, the "normal" 

appearing MMPI profiles produced by individuals with known psychopathoiogies 

may be considered cases of positive dissimuiation. In the original sampie the 

MMPI J< scale was useful in distinguishing profiles of normals from profiles of 

psychoiogicaily disturbed individuals who produced normal appearing profiles 

without instructions to do so. Virtually all MMPI interpretive manuals (e.g., 

Dahlstrom et al., 1972; Duckworth åc Duckworth, 1973; Greene, 1980; Marks, 

Seeman, <5c Haller, 1974) suggest that defensive individuais frequentiy produce 

elevated K scores. However, these manuals point out that many well-

functioning, non-defensive individuals, especially college students and those in 

higher socioeconomic brackets, aiso produce elevated J< scores. Exner et al. 

(1963) found statisticaily significant differences between the MMPI J< scores of 

college students asked to dissimulate positively and those asked to respond 

honestly. However, considerable overiap between the ranges of K scale scores in 

these two groups eliminated any practical usefulness in distinguishing between 

them. 
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Shortly af ter introduct ion of the MMPI K. scale, McKiniey, Hathaway, and 

Meehl (1948) established weights of the K score to be added to the raw score 

of selected cl in ical scales to improve the capabii i ty of these scales to 

discriminate between normal and pathalogical groups. In an early study of 

dissimulation, Schmidt (1948) asked 11 men with severe psychoneurotic reactions 

to retake the MMPI as though they were normal healthy people. Under these 

instruct ions, their non-J<-corrected scores shifted appreciabiy in the normal 

d i rec t ion, especially on Scales j _ , 2, 3, 4̂ , £ , and 8̂ . When scores on J_, ̂ , _7, and 

Ji were J<-corrected, the shifts on ^ and 8̂  were ef fect ively of fset , while scores 

on ScaJe 7_ were only part ial ly a f fected, and scores on Scale J_ almost were 

unaffected by the correct ion. Scale 2_ vaJues were not aJtered by either 

instructions to dissimulate or J<-correction. Thus, J<-correction of MMPI scales 

did not e f fect ive ly offset positive dissimulation on most scaies in this study. 

Final ly, Exner et a l . (1963), Gough (1930), and Hunt (1948) were 

unsuccessful in detecting positive dissimuiation using the F̂ -J< Index or various 

other linear combinations of MMPI vai idi ty scaies due to considerable overlap in 

the distr ibut ion of other scores of the honest and positive dissimulation groups. 

However, MacLean, Tai t , and Cat tera i l (1933) were able to estabiish ranges of 

scores on the £-J< Index which were associated with di f fer ing probabil it ies that 

positive (or negative) dissimulation had taken piace on a given administrat ion. 

MacLean et a l . suggested that £-J< Index scores of -17 or less (especially in the 

-20s) were highly suggestive of positive dissimulation. 

Grow et a l . (1980) compared the relat ive effectiveness of four d i f ferent 

strategies of detect ing positive dissimulation on the MMPI. The strategies were: 

(a) the jVl£ scaie (Cofer et a l . , 1949), (b) Wiener's (1948) subtie and obvious 
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items, (c) an J.+J< index, and (d) the _F-J< Index. A cut t ing score of less than -11 

on the _F-J< Index was found to be the most ef fect ive technique for 

distinguishing positive dissimulators from honest respondents and negative 

dissimulators in both a student sample asked to dissimulate and a patient sample 

judged to be spontaneously dissimulating. However, Grow et a i . suggested that 

the strategies of obvious minus subtle items, tota l number of obvious items, and 

J-_+J< also were promising given some refinement. 

To date, no published research exists regarding the val idi ty of the PIC K 

scale. Nor has the potential usefulness of various linear combinations of PIC 

val id i ty scales been reported in the l i te ra ture . It is possible that the PIC J< 

scale may prove useful, either singly or in combination with other val id i ty 

scales, in detect ing positive dissimulation. 

Simulation of Specific Roles 

A f inal threat to the vai idi ty of a given test administration may occur 

when the respondent consciously adopts a specific role while answering the test . 

For example, a police academy applicant may respond as he/she believes a "good 

police o f f i ce r " wouid respond, or a person seeking psychotherapy may respond as 

he/she beiieves a "good therapy candidate" wouid answer the test items. Here, 

"role simulat ion" refers to faking responses from the perspective of a social role 

or a t t i tude which is fa i r ly weil defined in the individual's mind. Roie simuiation 

may be either positive or negative with respect to psychologicai adjustment or 

social desirabi l i ty . Some researchers have suggested that the abi l i ty to simu-

late a specif ic role may be an important personality variabie in its own right 

(Canter, 1963) and that it may be related to psychoiogicai heaith and adjust-

ment (Bloom <5c Arko f f , 1961; Marks <5c Seeman, 1963; Rapaport, 1938). While 
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later research has not supported a generally positive reiationship between 

abi l i ty to adopt a roie and psychological adjustment, such abi l i ty does seem to 

be reiated to verbal intel l igence (Anthony, 1976). 

Kroger and TurnbuJJ (1973) have suggested that it is more i ikeiy that real 

patients attempt to fake specific roies rather than the best or worst seJf as in 

the dissimulation research reviewed in eariier sections. These investigators 

predicted that individuals asked to simulate a specific role would produce MMPI 

profi les which were highly similar to mean profiles of actuai role occupants and 

that the simulated profi les would not be identi f iable as faked by the MMPI 

vai id i ty scales. To test these predictions, Kroger and Turnbull asked one group 

of undergraduates to adopt the role of an air force off icer in their responses 

and a second group to adopt the roie of a professionai ar t is t . They found that 

the students were able to produce profiles very simiiar to actuai air force 

of f icer profi les without being provided a description of the roie. The MMPI 

val id i ty scaies were not able to detect the simuiated prof i les. The second group 

of students was able to produce profiles very similar to those of professionai 

art ists af ter being provided with an "accurate" role description based on the 

actual responses of a group of art students to an open-ended questionaire of 

values, a t t r ibu tes , and i i fe styles of ar t is ts. With the aid of accurate 

descript ions, the simulated art ist profiles were not distinguishabie from actual 

ar t is t profi les using the val id i ty scales. Kroger and Turnbuii conciuded that 

individuais using the roie simuiation strategy can simulate the vai id i ty scales as 

weil as the c l in ical scales and, therefore, they wi i l be undetectabie as long as 

they possess an accurate conception of the sociai ro ie. 

Dicken (1939) set out to test the susceptibi i i ty of the Edwards Personal 
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Preference Schedule (EPPS: Edwards, 1937a) to three positive roie dissimulation 

sets and to a general social desirability set. His group of undergraduates took 

the EPPS honestly and then under one of the following instructional sets: need 

order (ORD), need dominance (DOM) need change (CHG), and good impression 

(GI). Each of the first three groups (ORD, DOM, and CHG) were given a three 

or four sentence description of the role to be simulated. The GI group was 

simply asked to create a favorable impression. Dicken found iarge and statis-

tically reliable mean changes from honest simuiated profiies in ail four groups. 

Three of the four simuiated patterns were significantly distinguishable from 

each other (ORD and GI were very similar), which indicated that the individuals 

were able to simulate specific characteristics of the three roles. As Dicken 

hypothesized, the EPPS Consistency score (Con) was not effective in distin-

guishing simulated from honest profiles, which would be expected since consis-

tency of responding within an administration, as measured by Con, need not be 

related to externai validity or accuracy of endorsement. Dicken concluded that 

the EPPS was susceptibie to role simulation and supported previous findings 

(Corah, Feldman, Cohen, Grune, <5c Ringwail, 1938) that some EPPS item pairs 

are not adequately matched for social desirability and, therefore, do not control 

for such a bias. 

In a similar study, Dicken (1960) examined the effects of role simulation 

on the CPI. After taking the CPI honestiy, four groups of 23 undergraduates 

were asked to roie-play the characteristics of four CPI scales chosen to match 

the EPPS scales studied earlier (Dicken, 1939). These CPI scaies were _Do 

(Dominance), _R£ (Responsibiiity), J e (Intellectual Efficiency), and Fx_ 

(Flexibility). A fifth group was asked to create the most favorable impression 
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possible. The students greatly and significantly increased three of the four 

targeted scales. However, they also greatly increased most of the other scales 

and were successfully detected using the CPI Gi_ scale. Dicken aiso asked a 

group of 10 psychoiogists to roie-play two of the four roies used above 

(flexibility and dominance). The psychologists were able to simulate scores in a 

distinctive fashion and did not change G\_ enough to be detected. Dicken con-

cluded that for naive respondents, the CPI was more resistant to positive role 

simulation and more capabie of detecting such simulation than the EPPS. 

Sophisticated individuals can successfully simuiate positive roles on the CPI. 

There is one major problem with these studies by Kroger and TurnbuII 

(1973) and Dicken (1939, 1960): These investigators asked normai individuals to 

simulate normal sociai roles. The MMPI, EPPS, and CPI vaiidity scales were not 

intended to distinguish one normal role from another, nor is the clinician 

typically faced with such a probiem. The more relevant question is: Can the 

validity scaies detect normal persons adopting a pathological roie or emotionally 

disturbed individuais adopting a normai roie? 

Grayson and Olinger (1937) addressed this question in a study of 43 maJe 

VA hospitaJ patients. Upon entering the hospital psychiatric ward, the patients 

were asked to take the MMPI under standard instructions. The foliowing day 

they retook the MMPI under instructions to answer as a "typical, well-adjusted 

person" would. Of the 43 patients, 33 (73%) produced "improved" profiles. For 

the 33 "improved" individuals, the modal profiie shifted from a Ji-2-F_ profile to 

a 9-4 profiie. The mean vaiidity scaie profile for the improved cases closely 

resembled the configuration of many weil-adjusted individuais with a iarge 

decrease in the F̂  scale and an increase in the J< scale. As Grayson and Olinger 
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point out, only about 11% of the simulated profi les would be considered normal 

when c l in icai as weil as val id i ty scales are evaluated. On the other hand, the 

large decrease in overall prof i le elevation and the change in diagnostic category 

result ing from role simulation would not be detected by the vai idi ty scaies for 

many of these pat ients. Thus, a iarge number of these patients were able to 

produce "normal" vai id i ty scale configurations and alter the extent and/or type 

of psychopathology indicated by the ci inicai scaies by using a role simulation 

st rategy. 

Bloom and Arkof f (1961) conducted a very similar study using 14 male and 

13 female hospitalized schizophrenics. These patients took the MMPI under 

standard instructions and again under instructions to respond as a " typ ica l , 

average, ordinary" person would. Bloom and Arkoff found no signif icant 

reduction in signs of psychopathoiogy. Unfortunately, these authors did not 

report specif ic information regarding the vai idity scales. 

While investigating ways of detecting negative dissimulation on the MMPI, 

Gough (1947) asked three cl inical psychologists, three psychiatr ists, three 

psychiatr ic social workers, and two personnel consuitants to take the MMPI 

under three sets: honest; simulating severe psychoneurosis; and simulating para-

noid schizophrenia. While Gough apparentiy did not provide the individuais wi th 

descriptions of the pathological roles to be simuiated, it is assumed that these 

professionals would have a ciear image in mind. The simulated profi les were 

compared wi th two cr i ter ion groups consisting of 13 hospitalized paranoid 

schizophrenics and 57 diagnosed severe psychoneurotics. Four expert judges 

were asked to separate the 11 simulated from the 57 real neurotic profi ies and 

the 11 simulated from the 13 real paranoid prof i les. In addi t ion, the profi les 
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were sorted mechanically using the best cutting scores for the F_ and J< scaies 

and the F̂ -J< Index for the neurotic and paranoid groups. In separating real and 

simulated neurotic profiles, all four judges and all three mechanical techniques 

were significantly better than chance. The £-J< Index was most accurate with 

an 82% hit ra te . In separating real and simulated paranoid schizophrenic pro-

files, all four judges did better (91-100%) than any mechanical technique (£-J< 

Index obtained an 82% hit rate). Gough concluded that even psychologically 

sophisticated individuals cannot successfuily simulate neurotic or paranoid 

schizophrenic roles on the MMPI. These results support the eariier findings of 

Gough (1934) reported above in which Gough found the JDs scaie to be quite 

accurate in separating the MMPI profiles of actual neurotic patients from 

profiles produced by normais asked to fake neurosis. 

Finaiiy, Wilcox and Dawson (1977) investigated the differentiai effects of 

consciously role-played versus hypnoticaily induced simulation of a paranoid 

syndrome on the ciinicai and validity scales of the MMPI. Three groups of good 

hypnotic subjects took the MMPI honestiy. Next, Group I role-played a paranoid 

syndrome from a description; Group II was hypnotized and then read the same 

description; Group III was hypnotized and asked to retake the MMPI honestiy. 

Group III showed no significant change in profile before and after hypnotic 

induction. Groups I and II both showed significant eievations on severai scales, 

especiaily scaie 6̂  (Paranoia), after instructions to simuiate. The ^-J< Index was 

successfui in detecting role simuiation in Group I (not hypnotized) but was not 

successful with Group II (hypnotized). These resuits may have implications for 

detecting conscious versus more unconscious attempts to bias test results. 

Thus, apparently normals can effectiveiy simulate other normai roles on 
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the MMPI (Kroger <5c Turnbul l , 1973), the EPPS (Dicken, 1939), and the CPI 

(Dicken, 1960). In addi t ion, patients can simuiate normal roles, at least par t ia l ly , 

on the MMPI (Bloom <5c Arkof f , 1961; Grayson <5c Olinger, 1937). These findings 

are consistent wi th results reported above which indicate d i f f icu l ty in detecting 

posit ive dissimulation. However, even psychoiogically sophisticated normal 

individuals seem unable to successfully simuiate pathological roies on the MMPI 

(Gough, 1947). And, while there is some indication that hypnotized individuais 

can successfully simuiate pathology on the MMPI, non-hypnotized individuals in 

the same study were unable to do so without being detected (Wilcox <5c Dawson, 

1977). To date, no research has been published invoiving attempts to simulate 

specif ic roles on the PIC. 

Item Content 

Item content refers to the connotative as weil as denotative meaning of a 

test i tem. From the perspective of the test constructor or interpreter, the 

content of an item may be more or less related to an underiying concept. From 

the respondent's perspective, the content of an item may seem more or less 

relevant to the purpose of testing or, in the case of personality tests, to a 

specif ic personality dimension. Various test construction strategies have di f fered 

in the emphasis placed on the role of item content in structured personality 

tests. F i rs t , a rat ional or correspondence point of view assumes a one-to-one 

relationship between verbai reports and internal states or behaviors (Bernreuter, 

1931, 1933; Thurstone, 1929; Woodworth, 1920). Thus, items are seiected which 

are rat ionai iy reiated to the state or behavior of interest since it is assumed 

that endorsements of items are honest and stra ight- forward ref iect ions of the 

respondent. Second, an empirical approach emphasizes item selection on the 
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basis of contrasted groups and, theoretically, does not require a one-to-one 

correspondence between the test item responses and the extra-test behavior of 

the individual (Hathaway <5c McKinley, 1942; Meehl, 1943). That is, no a priori 

assumptions are made about the relationship between a person's self-report and 

other behaviors: these relationships must be established on an empirical basis. 

Thus, any systematic distortions characteristic of a specific criterion group are 

taken into account in the item selection process. A frequently cited example of 

such a systematic distortion occurs on the MMPI. Psychopaths typicaily answer 

false to booklet item 233, "I have been quite independent and free from famiiy 

rule." Thus, item 233 is keyed false on Scale 4 (Psychopathic Deviant). On the 

other hand, most objective observers wouid probabiy say the typicai psychopath 

is quite free from famiiy ruie. Any item which reiiabiy separates two groups of 

interest is acceptable regardless of the seeming relevance of the item's content 

or direction of scoring. Third, the construct approach (Cronbach <5c Meehi, 1933; 

Jackson, 1973; Loevinger, 1937) emphasizes intra-scale, inter-item homogeneity 

and the role of a substantive, theoreticai iink among test items' content. An 

item pool is generated from the theory and tested for substantive cogency. Yet, 

how obvious the theoreticai iink is to the respondent remains to be determined; 

the theoretical connection of the expert need not be obvious at aii to the 

layperson. An item's content is termed "subtle" if the psychoiogicai significance 

of the item is unciear to the respondent. The empiricai and construct 

approaches generaily resuit in personaiity tests containing a mixture of subtie 

and obvious items. Furthermore, in the construction of a given personality 

inventory, more than one of these apprbaches may be used. 

There seems to be considerable reason to doubt the criterion validity of 
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subtle items (Duff, 1963; Goidberg <5c SIovic, 1967; Holden <5c Jackson, 1979; 

McCal I , 1938; Wales <5c Seeman, 1969). That is, subtle items do not seem to 

predict membership in a specific pathologicai group very wei l . However, the 

doubtful c r i te r ion vai idi ty of these items does not negate their potential 

usefulness for other purposes. Methods of identi fying subtie and obvious items, 

and their appl icat ion to the detection of dissimuiation wi l l be reviewed short ly. 

I t is appropriate at this t ime, however, to c lar i fy the use of several terms. 

Previous research on item subtlety and face vai idi ty has largely Jeft these terms 

undefined or has defined them di f ferent ly in various studies. Holden and Jackson 

(1979) have at tempted to c lar i fy the terminoiogy used in the subtle/obvious 

l i te ra tu re , and the fol lowing definit ions are based on their discussion. Content 

val id i ty refers to the degree to which test item content is sampied 

representativeiy from a universe of content implied by a theoret ical def ini t ion 

of the behavioral dimension being measured. Thus, content val idi ty is a property 

of a col lect ion of items and depends on expert judgment. Substantive vai id i ty , a 

property of individuai items, refers to the degree to which the items are 

theoret ica l ly l inked, in the judgment of experts, wi th the reievant underlying 

dimension. Substantive val id i ty is necessary but not suff ic ient for content 

val id i ty to exist . Face vai id i ty refers to the degree to which a test respondent 

(not an expert) views the content of a test as relevant for the situation being 

considered. Face vai id i ty can refer to the test as a whole or to individuai 

i tems. When extended to individual items, the face val idi ty of an item is the 

degree to which it appears relevant to some impl ic i t iy hypothesized behavioral 

scale as judged by the respondent. Item subtiety refers to the degree that the 

respondent is unaware of what specific t ra i t is measured by an i tem. 
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Conversely, an obvious item is one which the respondent can associate wi th the 

keyed dimension wi th reiat ive ease. Thus, face val idi ty involves the abi l i ty to 

relate an item to its actual keyed scale. I t wi l l become evident in the discussion 

to fo i low that the subtle/obvious designation has been used broadly in the 

l i tera ture to refer to a number of these more narrowly defined concepts, 

especially substantive val id i ty and face vai id i ty . Except where otherwise noted, 

this text wi l l continue to use "subtie" and "obvious" in the broader sense used in 

the l i t e ra tu re . However, the reader shouid be aware that these terms are 

operational iy defined in diverse ways by researchers. 

There have been f ive somewhat distinct methods of arr iving at subtie and 

obvious item classif ications in the broader sense of these terms. Each of these 

strategies wi i l be described aiong with its application to the detection of 

dissimulation on structured personaiity tests (where this iat ter information is 

avaiiable). The vast majority of this work has been done using the MMPI, though 

the techniques couid be applied to any simiiar instrument. The f ive methods are: * 

(a) the item subtlety scores of Holden and 3ackson (1979), (b) the X and zero 

categories of Meehl and Hathaway (1946), (c) the rational subtle and obvious 

subscales of McCalI (1938), Seeman (1932), and Wiener and Harmon (Note 4), (d) 

the subt le, intermediate, and obvious ratings of Duff (1963), and (e) the 

empir icai subtie and obvious ratings of Chr ist ian, Burkhart, and Gynther (1978). 

The operational definit ions used by Holden and Jackson (1979) most neariy 

conform to the definit ions of terms presented above. These authors selected 16 

items from each of the Abasement, Achievement, A f f i l i a t i on , Autonomy, and 

Dominance scales of the Personaiity Research Form, Form E (PRF: 3ackson, 

1974). Ninety-three college students were instructed to sort the items into 
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groups that "belong together because they refer to the same personaiity t ra i t or 

its direct opposite." A miscellaneous category could be used for items which did 

not f i t into any other group. No restr ict ions were placed on the number of 

groups or the number of items in each group. Af ter sorting the items, the 

students were instructed to wr i te a brief description of each group stating the 

t ra i t or basis on which the items were grouped together. Finaily, they were 

presented wi th names and descriptions of the 20 PRF scaies and were asked to 

indicate which, if any, of their groupings matched with a PRF scale. Face 

val id i ty scores for each item were based on the proportion of individuais who 

related the item to any hypothesized t ra i t rather than placing it in a 

miscellaneous category. Subtlety scores for each item were determined by the 

proport ion of individuals who fai ied to relate the item to its keyed scaie. (Each 

item on the PRF is keyed on only one scale.) Cr i ter ion validit ies were 

determined using a separate sample of 100 college students and three cr i ter ion 

measures. Correlations of item face val idi ty and item subtlety with item 

cr i ter ion val id i ty suggest a general tendency for the more face vaiid and iess 

subtle items to have greater cr i ter ion vai idi t ies. No attempt has been made to 

use Holden and Jackson's (1979) item subtlety ratings in the detection of 

dissimulation on the PRF, though the authors suggest this as a possibi l i ty. 

In contrast to Holden and Jackson (1979), Meehl and Hathaway (1946) 

developed their X and zero categories on a pureiy actuariai basis. Meehi and 

^These are not the same items i isted in Appendix A of Dahlstrom et a i . (1972) 

which are classif ied ")<_" and " ^ " to fac i i i ta te scoring the card version of the 

MMPL 
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Hathaway noted that 84 MMPI items are endorsed by the majority of normal 

subjects, but also are endorsed by an even higher percentage of some patho-

logical cr i ter ion groups. Thus, these items, called "zero" items, are keyed as 

pathological when answered as the majority of normals answer them. Most zero 

items are subtle in the more general usage of the term. The remaining 313 

scored items are called " ) ( " items and are generally obvious in content. 

Wales and Seeman (1969) reported that in earlier studies with college 

students (Seeman, 1932, 1933; Waies <5c Seeman, 1968) zero item endorsement 

decreased under an instruct ional set to dissimulate negativeiy and increased 

under a set to dissimulate posit ively. These results are exactly opposite to what 

wouid be logical iy expected since increased endorsement of zero items ioads in 

the pathoiogicai direct ion despite the attempt to iook good. In order to invest i -

gate this phenomenon fur ther , Wales and Seeman (1969) administered the MMPI 

under standard (honest) instructions to 80 psychiatric patients on admission to 

closed wards of a state hospital. Later, 40 patients retook the MMPI under 

standard instructions and 40 under " ideai-seif" (positive dissimulation) instruc-

t ions. Both groups showed improvement on retest, but the ideai-seif group 

showed signi f icant ly more improvement (i.e., iower over-ai l J-scores). As 

expected, both the ideal-self and standard groups decreased endorsement of X_ 

i tems, though this result was signif icant oniy for the ideai-seif instruct ions. The 

patient group and a group of college students both signif icant iy increased their 

endorsements of zero items under the ideai-self set. Waies and Seeman aiso 

reported that college students had higher honest zero scores on pre-test than 

did their patient sample. And, surprisingly, coilege students showed a greater 

increase in endorsement of zero items on ideal-self post-test than did the 
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psychiatr ic group. This outcome is surprising since zero items originally were 

those items endorsed more often in patient groups. These and other findings led 

Wales and Seeman to conclude that zero items are more indicat ive of 

non-pathological adjustment than of pathoJogy and, therefore, presentJy are 

scored inappropriately for pathology. 

In a group of 14 male and 14 female outpatients, Vesprani and Seeman 

(1974) confirmed that X_ and zero items change in opposite directions when the 

instruct ionai set changes from standard to ideal-seif. Wales and Seeman (1968) 

found this relationship to be useful in discriminating between honest and 

posit ive dissimulation prof i les. They found an X^ minus zero index to be 

e f fec t ive in detect ing 100% of the positive dissimuiation prof i ies, though it 

misciassified 30% of the honest prof i les. A scattergram of X_ and zero item 

scores for al l records combined was p lot ted, and inspection yielded optimai 

cut t ing scores for X_ items and zero items. Whiie less ef fect ive than )< minus 

zero wi th positive dissimulation prof i les, this multipie cut-of f system was 

re lat ively e f fect ive in detecting both positive dissimulation and honest prof i les. 

Finai iy , a cut t ing score based on only the zero items was very simiiar in success 

to the mult iple cut -o f f and required less time and e f fo r t . The authors did not 

report the values of the cut t ing scores used. 

A th i rd major approach to arr iv ing at subtie and obvious subscales 

involves the rat ional or in tu i t ive sorting of items by judges. McCaiI (1938) 

in tu i t ive iy divided MMPI Scaie 2 (Depression) items into three groups: "face 

va i id , " "congruent," and " i r re ievant." Using depressive and nondepressive 

psychotic sampies, he found that the 26 face val id items d i f ferent ia ted as weil 

as the scale as a whole. The congruent items added some discriminative power, 
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while the irrelevant items added very l i t t l e . McCalI concluded that the 

effectiveness of items is proportionate to their face val idi ty and that Scale 2 

might be improved by el iminating the " i r re levant" (or subtle) items. 

Seeman (1932) chose 13 subtle and 13 obvious items from the MMPI 

according to how clearly he judged that psychoiogicaily trained people could 

recognize their "psychoiogicai meaning." Next, he asked 38 graduate and 

advanced undergraduate cl in icai psychology students to ident i fy in a multiple 

choice format the correct MMPI scaie of nine subtle and nine obvious items. 

Final ly , the students were to ident i fy the direction of scoring (T or F) on a 

given c i in ical scale for the remaining six subtie and six obvious items. He found 

that al l obvious items were assigned to the correct scale with greater frequency 

than to incorrect scales. No subtle items were assigned to the correct scaie 

more often than to the incorrect scale. In addit ion, the keyed response to every 

obvious item was correct ly ident i f ied, whiie the incorrect response was chosen 

for f ive of six subtle i tems. In a related study, Seeman (1933) found that the 

students had markedly greater success in assigning obvious items to the correct 

diagnostic category and in seiecting the direction of scoring than they did wi th 

subtie i tems. From these studies, Seeman concluded that the concept of subtiety 

in st ructured psychoiogicai tests is empiricaily veri f iable and can be given soiid 

experimentai meaning even with sophisticated subjects. 

Using severai rat ional c r i te r ia , Wiener and Harmon (Weiner, 1948) sorted 

ai l MMPI items into obvious and subtle keys. They defined as obvious those 

items for which the keyed answer was reiat ively easy to detect as indicating 

emotional disturbance, while the keyed answer for subtle items was reiat ively 

d i f f i cu l t to detect as indicating pathoiogy. Wiener automaticai ly classified ail F_ 
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scale items as obvious since, by de f in i t ion , they seldom occur in a normal 

populat ion. Next using 100 individuals from the male normative group, _T-scores 

were developed for subtle and obvious items separately. Subtie and obvious keys 

thus were developed for Scales 2_ (Depression), 2 (Hysteria), 4̂  (Psychopathic 

Deviate), 6̂  (Paranoia), and 2 (Hypomania). Keys were not possible for Scales l_ 

(Hypochondriasis), 7_ (Psychasthenia), and 2 (Schizophrenia) because they were 

composed almost ent i re ly of obvious items. Scale 2 (Mascul ini ty-Feminini ty) was 

found to be too low in va l id i ty and Scale 0_ (Social Introversion) was not in use 

at the t ime of this study. Wiener (1948) found that normal populations answer 

re la t ive ly few obvious items, while subtle items are approximately normally 

d is t r ibuted. Obvious keys for each scale were highly and posit ively corre lated 

wi th each other . Obvious keys were uncorrelated or negatively corre lated wi th 

subtle keys. Subtle keys showed a low posit ive correlat ion with each other. 

Weiner concluded that obvious item keys d i f ferent ia ted best between abnormal 

and normal populations, while subtie items worked best in d i f fe rent ia t ing 

character is t ics of normals. 

A number of studies have used Wiener's subtle and obvious items in 

at tempts to detect dissimulation on the MMPI. Cofer et aJ. (1949) found that 

subtle items were s igni f icant ly unchanged by instructions to dissimulate 

positiveJy or negatively in a college populat ion. That is, subtle items were 

somewhat "immune" to dissimulation and obvious items were more "susceptible" 

to dissimuiation in this study. 

In a study of how i tem responses change when instruct ional sets change 

from honest to ideal-sel f , Gloye and Zimmerman (1967) found that not one of 

Wiener's subtle items was answered systematical ly in the same direct ion under 
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both real and ideal sets by a sample of coliege freshmen. On scales having 

subtle i tems, these items changed in numbers approximately proportionaJ to their 

presence on the scales. Gloye and Zimmerman impiy that these results stem 

from d i f f i cu l t y in determining the favorabi l i ty of subtle items. On the other 

hand, items that were easily recognized as being highly favorable or highly 

unfavorable were consistentiy answered in the favorabie direction in both 

honest and ideal condit ions. In a similar study with undergraduates, Hiner, 

Ogren, and Baxter (1969) found that 30% of the obvious items changed across 

sets, while 46% of subtie items changed. Of obvious items, 30% were stable, 

while only 6% of subtie items were stable. Thus, under ideal-seif instruct ions, 

obvious items tended not to be endorsed whiie subtie items were endorsed with 

greater frequency. This f inding cioseiy parallels the findings of Wales and 

Seeman (1969) that under ideai-self instructions, zero item endorsement 

increases while the X_ i tem endorsement decreases. 

Anthony (1971) instructed nonpsychotic male clients f i rst to take the 

MMPI honestiy and again exaggerating their current problems in a way that the 

test interpreter could not te i l was faked. He found that Wiener's subtie and 

obvious subscales could d i f ferent ia te standard from exaggerated profi les of the 

same indiv idual . However, exaggerated profiles could not be distinguished from 

matched profi les (valid profiies with similar cl inical scale elevations) using only 

subtle and obvious subscales. As mentioned above, exaggerated and matching 

profi les couid be successfuily discriminated using optimum cut-of fs for _F raw 

score, the F-K Index, and Gough's (1934) _Ds scaie (Dissimulation). 

Harvey and Sippreile (1976) investigated the effects of situational demand 

character ist ics on Wiener's subtie-obvious subscales. The part icipants were 
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asked to take the MMPI as if applying for a highly desirable job (positive 

dissimulation) or as if being evaluated for admission to psychotherapy (negative 

dissimulation). Confirming the eariier studies, they found that under positive 

dissimulation instructions subtie subscales were higher than obvious subscaies 

while the opposite was true under negative dissimulation instruct ions. In 

addi t ion, the overai l scale evaiuations (subtie plus obvious) were lower for 

posit ive dissimuiation than for negative dissimulation instructional sets, 

at test ing to the successful manipulation of the general c l in ical prof i le . The 

authors concluded that subtle and obvious scores on the MMPI are a funct ion of 

the demand characterist ics of the s i tuat ion. They further asserted that the 

d i f fe rent ia l elevation of subtle and obvious subscales can be useful in detecting 

attempts to dissimulate either positiveiy or negativeiy. 

Duff (1963) empioyed a fourth method of arr iving at item subtiety ratings. 

His item pool consisted of aii 162 items from Scaies 2> S ^^id 2 of the MMPI 

plus 34 items from other scales and 30 unscored items. Item subtlety was 

determined by the percentage of advanced graduate students in cl inical and 

counseling psychoiogy who correct iy ident i f ied both the item's scaie in a 

mult iple choice format and the keyed response. Items were then grouped into 

three degrees of subtlety: subtie (0-10%), intermediate (10-30%), and obvious 

{50% or more). Duff found that the more obvious items discriminated normals 

from relevant cr i ter ion groups to a greater degree than did the more subtle 

i tems. No research has investigated the usefuiness of Duff's subt le- intermediate-

obvious ciassif ications for the detection of dissimuiation on the MMPI. 

The f i f t h approach to item subtiety involves the use of standard scaiing 

procedures to determine mean subtle-obvious ratings. Christ ian et a l . (1978) had 
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college undergraduates rate ali 366 MMPI items answered both true and false. 

The students were asked to rate on a f ive-point scale how clearly each item 

was indicat ive of a psychological problem. The ratings were labeied 3 = very 

obvious, 4 = obvious, 3 = neither subtle nor obvious, 2 = subtle, 1 = very subtle. 

Christ ian et a i . compared their ratings with Meehl and Hathaway's (1946) X and 

zero subscales, Wiener's (1948) subtle-obvious keys, and Duff's (1963) 

subtle-intermediate-obvious classif ications. Christian et a l . concluded that these 

other systems under-represent the very subtie and very obvious categories wi th 

most ratings of these systems fal l ing into the "neither subtle nor obvious" 

category of the present study. 

Using their rat ings, Burkhart, Gynther, and Christian (1978) set out to 

test Wiener's (1948) suggestion that MMPI responses might dif fer as a funct ion 

of the interact ion of instructionai sets, certain personality characterist ics 

( intel l igence and psychologicai sophistication), and item subtlety. They used 

ACT (college admission test) scores as a measure of inteil igence and the 

Psychoiogicai Mindedness (Py) scale of the Cali fornia Psychological Inventory 

(CPI) as a measure of psychoiogical sophistication. The part ic ipants, 30 male 

and 30 female undergraduates, completed the P^ scale and two administrations 

of the MMPI — one under standard instructions and one under either positive or 

negative dissimuiation instruct ions. Order of administration and sex were 

counter-baianced. They found an inverse relationship between Py_ scale elevation 

and obviousness of item content . That is, in generai, individuals who scored high 

on the Px_ scale endorsed more very subtle and somewhat subtle items and fewer 

neutra i , somewhat obvious, and very obvious items than individuais who scored 

low on the Py_ scale. Inteil igence was not related to subtle-obvious endorsement 
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under standard or positive dissimuiation sets. However, in the negative dissimu-

lat ion condi t ion, more intel l igent subjects endorsed fewer somewhat subtle and 

more very obvious items than less intel l igent individuals. Under instructions to 

dissimulate posi t ively, persons with high P^ scores endorsed fewer very subtle 

i tems. However, in general, instructions to dissimuiate obscured differences in 

responding based on individual differences in _P^ scores. In a separate study, 

Burkhart , Chr is t ian, and Gynther (1978) found that under standard instruct ions, 

college students endorsed a reiat iveiy small number of obvious items and a 

re lat ive ly iarge number of subtle items. Compared to standard instruct ions, 

posit ive dissimulation students answered more subtie and fewer obvious items. 

On the other hand, negative dissimulation students endorsed fewer subtle and 

more obvious items. Thus, the inverse relationship between item subtiety and 

degree of dissembled psychopathology was again found. 

In summary, a f inding that surfaces repeatedly in the subtle-obvious 

l i tera ture is the inverse relationship between item endorsement on the subtiety 

dimension and the degree of psychopathoiogy being represented. In general, 

individuals who are dissimulating positiveiy endorse more subtle and fewer 

obvious items than individuais who are dissimuiating negatively. Conversely, 

negative dissimulators endorse more obvious items and fewer subtie items than 

do posit ive dissimuiators. Individuals who are attempting to answer honestly 

generally fa l l between positive and negative dissimulators in their endorsement 

of subtle and obvious items. This pattern has been found by a number of 

d i f fe rent investigators using a variety of operational definit ions for subtie and 

obvious items and for positive and negative dissimuiation. This f inding suggests 

that subtle and obvious items might be useful in detecting spontaneous positive 
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and negative dissimulation in cl ient populations. While this may well be the 

case, a word of caution is in order regarding the nature of the subtie-obvious 

studies c i ted above. The majority of these studies ut i l ized coliege students as 

subjects, and al i of them used instructional sets to induce experimentally 

positive or negative dissimulation. It does not necessarily fol low that psycho-

logical ly disturbed individuals who dissimulate spontaneously would produce the 

same pa t te rn . Furthermore, no studies to date have used subtle and obvious 

items to investigate dissimulation on the PIC. 

Statement of Problem and Hypotheses 

I t is apparent from the preceding l i terature review that more work is 

needed in the area of detecting positive and negative dissimulation on the PIC. 

A number of val id i ty scales are included in the standard and suppiemental PIC 

scales which are intended to aid in identi fying attempts to dissimulate. Yet , to 

date, research has not demonstrated that these vaiidity scaies actually can 

f u l f i l l the funct ion of ident i fy ing dissimuiated profi ies. Furthermore, the poten-

t ia l usefuiness of subtie and obvious item content in detecting dissimuiation on 

the PIC has not yet been explored. 

The purpose of the present study was to examine the usefulness of the 

PIC val id i ty scales in determining the degree to which PIC respondents have 

at tempted to respond accurateiy or, on the other hand, have exaggerated or 

minimized their child's d i f f i cu l t ies . In addit ion, subtle and obvious subscaies 

were deveioped for the PIC and their usefulness for detecting dissimulation 

examined. 

A number of issues must be addressed in designing a study to validate 

exist ing methods and/or develop new methods of detecting dissimuiation. Fi rst , 
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one must decide on the characterist ics of the individuals who wi l l part ic ipate in 

the study. Most of the dissimuiation research with the MMPI and other tests has 

ut i l ized normal individuals who are not current ly seeking psychological help 

(e.g., college undergraduates). The use of normal sampies reduces the generaJiz-

abi l i ty of the experimental results to actual cl ient populations. It is desirable, 

therefore, to use an actual cl ient population whenever possible. For exampie, in 

a study of the PIC, mothers of emotionally disturbed children would be 

preferable to mothers of normal children in studying positive and negative 

dissimulation. Second, one must decide on the instructions to be given to the 

persons part ic ipat ing in the study. Many past dissimulation studies have 

instructed the part icipants to respond to the test in a part icular fashion. For 

exampie, normals may be asked to "fake-good" or "fake-bad" or adopt a specific 

social ro ie. Or, hospitalized psychiatric patients may be asked to respond "as a 

healthy person would" or "as you would like to be in one year." Such speciai 

instructions place these studies in the realm of analogue studies. An actuai 

c l ient would not receive such instructions and, therefore, the general izabil i ty of 

the results is l imi ted. When possible, it is desirable to use standard test 

instructions such as those printed in the PIC bookiet. Third, the sett ing and 

reason given for the individuai's part ic ipat ion in the study aiso may be 

important . A person who completes an inventory in a iaboratory or ciassroom 

for research purposes or as a course requirement may not respond in the same 

manner as he/she would if completing the test in a cl inic as part of the 

psychoiogicai evaiuation process. Again, it is most desirable that the research 

procedure resemble, as much as possible, the use of the instrument in c i in ical 

pract ice. However, if speciai instructions are not given to various experimental 
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groups, another procedure must be devised to ident i fy varying ieveis of 

dissimuiation. For example, expert judges who have had contact wi th the 

individuals part ic ipat ing in the study may be asked to judge the accuracy of the 

individuai 's verbal reports of the presenting problem. That is, a psychologist or 

other professionai would decide whether the part icipant was representing the 

problem accurateiy, or diminishing or exaggerating the extent of the probiem. 

In addit ion to val id i ty scaies, subtie and obvious test item content has 

been useful in detect ing experimentai dissimuiation on other tests. However, no 

subtle-obvious scaies have been published previousiy for the PIC. At ieast f ive 

techniques of arr iv ing at subtie-obvious scales have been used wi th other 

instruments. The decision of which technique to apply to the PIC was based on 

several considerations. Fi rst , two of the techniques (Duff, 1963; Hoiden <5c 

Jackson, 1979) never have been used in attempts to ident i fy dissimuiated 

records. It was judged that techniques of demonstrated usefulness with other 

tests were more l ikely to be successful with the PIC. The three remaining 

techniques (Christian et a i . , 1978; Meehl <5c Hathaway, 1946; Wiener, 1948) all 

have been successfuily used to detect dissimuiation. The second consideration 

involved ease of deriving the subtie-obvious scaies. Two of the techniques 

involve judgments by either professionais (Wiener, 1948) or lay-persons 

(Christ ian et a l . , 1978). The judges must sort or rate each item for subt lety. 

This presents a number of procedurai problems. For example, it is d i f f icu l t to 

insure that aii raters understand the concept of item subtiety (or face vai idi ty 

or substantive vai id i ty) in the same way. Furthermore, obtaining reiiabie item 

subtlety ratings for 1200 items (600 items answered both true and faise) is a 

time-consuming and arduous task requiring a number of raters. The strategy 
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used by Meehl and Hathaway (1946) in deriving the X^ and zero items involves 

the actuar ia i procedure of sorting items according to their endorsement by the 

normative sampie. Since this last approach is most economical and has been 

e f fec t ive wi th the MMPI, it seems appropriate to apply this approach to the 

PIC. 

The procedures described above were incorporated into the present study. 

The effects of three levels of problem-reporting (positive dissimulation, 

accurate repor t ing, and negative dissimuiation) on PIC scale eievation and PIC 

X_ and zero item endorsement were examined. The fol lowing hypotheses were 

examined for the PIC protocois of mothers of chiidren with behavioral and 

developmental problems tested for this study: 

1. Scores on an X_ minus zero index wi l i be related direct ly to degree of 

pathology reported. That is, )C minus zero scores wi l l be highest for the nega-

t ive dissimuiation group, somewhat less for the accurate reporting group, and 

least for the positive dissimuiation group. 

2. In general, there wi l l be an inverse reiationship between the degree of 

exaggeration of pathology by the informant and zero item endorsement. That is, 

the average number of zero items endorsed wi l i be greatest for the positive 

dissimulation group, somewhat iess for the accurate reporting group, and ieast 

for the negative dissimulation group. 

3. In general, there wi i l be a direct relationship between degree of 

exaggeration of pathology and X_ item endorsement. The average number of )C 

items endorsed wi l l be greatest for the negative dissimulation group, somewhat 

less for the accurate report ing group, and least for the positive dissimulation 

group. 
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4. There wiil be a direct reiationship between degree of exaggeration of 

pathoiogy and elevations on the following scales: F_, AD3, and INF. 

3. There will be an inverse relationship between degree of exaggeration 

of pathology and elevations on the foilowing scales: J ,̂ DEF, J<, and SD. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The individuals who participated in this study were parents, foster 

parents, or guardians of three to sixteen year old children appearing for intake 

evaluation at the Developmental Disabiiities Center (DDC) at Texas Tech 

University. DDC is a transdiscipiinary training clinic devoted to evaluation and 

diagnosis of children with multiple handicaps. Since DDC services were open to 

the public free of charge and without meeting any specific income criteria, very 

iittle demographic data were coilected on ciients. However, it is safe to say 

that the majority were from middle and low income brackets, about 13% were 

Biack, about 33% were Mexican-American, and the remainder were White. The 

mean age of the children in the study was 7.23 years. If the person 

accompanying the chiid to DDC was not a natural parent, he or she had at least 

one year of contact with the chiid. If more than one individual completed the 

PIC on a child, oniy the protocoi compieted by the mother (foster mother, 

female guardian, etc.) was used. Individuals were exciuded from the study for 

three reasons. First, six of the originai 109 subjects were excluded due to 

inconsistent ratings which wiii be described beiow. Second, a person was not 

used if he/she answered 80% of the items either true or false. An "ail-true" or 

"ali-false" response set renders the profile meaningless and, as mentioned in 

Chapter I, is detected easiiy by inspection of the answer sheet. One potentiai 

subject was dropped from the study for this type of response bias. Third, 13 

46 
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individuais omit t ing (and/or doubie-marking) more than 10 items on the PIC were 

excluded. Poor reading abi i i ty of the parent seemed to be the major reason for 

omi t t ing large numbers of i tems. As the number of omitted items increases, the 

val id i ty of the resuit ing profiles becomes more questionable. As wi th "a i l - t rue" 

and "a l l - fa lse" response sets, omitted items are easiiy detected by inspection of 

the answer sheet. Thus, 20.2% of the sampie was excluded from the f inal data 

analysis on the basis of these cr i ter ia resulting in a sample size of 87. 

Instruments 

Personality Inventory for Children 

The PIC (Wir t , Seat, 3c Broen, 1977) is a 600 item true-false personality 

inventory intended to be completed by a parent to provide information about 

his/her ch i ld . The standard PIC prof i le consists of three val idi ty scaies, one 

general screening scaie, and 12 ci inical scaies. In addit ion, 14 supplementai 

scales can be scored on the PIC. 

The PIC is a relat iveiy new instrument and, thus, there is i imited val idi ty 

data available to date. Wir t , Lachar, Klinedinst, and Seat (1977) presented 

information on the construction of the 16 standard profi le scaies. Generally, the 

PIC scales were constructed in one of two ways. The empirical scaies on the 

standard prof i le (£, DEF, AD3, ACH, IS, DLQ, PSY, HPR) were constructed by 

contrast ing the pattern of responding of a group of normais with that of an 

appropriate c l in icai cr i ter ion group. Addit ionai items often were added using an 

item anaiyt ic procedure (Dariington <5c Bishop, 1966). The rational or content 

scaies of the standard prof i le (L, DVL, SOM, _D, FAM, WDL, ANX, SSK) were 

constructed using a content-or iented and/or internai consistency strategy. 

Typica l ly , items were nominated by expert judges for inciusion in a rat ionai 
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scale, and then the list was ref ined to improve internal consistency. Wirt et a l . 

(1977) presented data suggesting that the empiricaily constructed standard pro-

f i le scales exhibit scale score to cr i ter ion correlations between .76 and .93. The 

rat ional ly constructed content scales on the standard prof i le obtain internal 

consistency estimates (alpha coeff ic ients) between .62 and .84. These are 

adequate levels of cr i ter ion vai idi ty and internal consistency, respectively-

PIC X and Zero Scales 

In addit ion to the existing PIC scales, two new scales were developed for 

this study. Using a procedure similar to that of Meehi and Hathaway (1946), X_ 

and zero items were ident i f ied. The X_ scale consists of items answered in the 

scored direct ion by 13 to 49% of the original PIC normative sample. A tota l of 

63 items were thus ident i f ied which are suitable for all age groups (Appendix 

A). The zero scale consists of items answered in the scored direction by 31 to 

83% of the normative sampie. A tota i of 37 zero items were ident i f ied for three 

to f ive year oid children and 43 zero items for six to 16 year old chiidren 

(Appendix B). 

Accuracy of Probiem-Reporting by Parents 

A f ive-point rat ing scale, the Accuracy of Probiem-Reporting by Parents 

scale (APR), was devised for this study to obtain ratings by professionais of the 

accuracy with which parents perceive and report probiem behaviors in their 

chi ldren (Appendix C). The APR achieved an interrater agreement of 89.0% 

when al l f ive possible scores were considered. When ratings were grouped into 

three categories, positive dissimulation (ratings of 1 and 2), accurate report ing 

(rat ing of 3), and negative dissimulation (rating of 4 and 3), the APR achieved 

an in terrater agreement of 94.3%. A t least two professionais (described beiow) 
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independently rated each parent on accuracy of problem reporting. Oniy indivi-

duals who were placed in the same category (positive dissimulation, accurate 

reporting, or negative dissimulation) by both raters were used in the remainder 

of the study. From the original pool of 109 potential subjects, six were 

eliminated due to inconsistent ratings. 

Raters 

Staff memt)ers at DDC who had contact with each parent and/or child 

presenting for intake evaluation used the APR to rate the parent whose PIC 

was used. The staff consists of a full time social worker (project coordinator), a 

full time pubiic health nurse, and the following quarter time staff: two speciai 

education consultants (follow-up coordinator and student), a pediatrician 

(medical director), a speech pathologist and audioiogist (student), a ciinical 

psychologist, and a graduate student psychoiogist. The investigator aiso served 

as a rater. 

Procedure 

Intake and Rating 

As part of the standard intake procedure at DDC, all parents of children 

between three and 16 years of age were given the PIC under standard 

instructions. Next, staff members interviewed the parent and/or examined the 

child regarding the presenting problem(s). Finally, two professionais rated on the 

APR the accuracy of the parent's description of the seriousness of the child's 

difficulty. In most cases, one rating was obtained from a staff member with 

firsthand knowledge of the case while the second rating was made by the 

investigator from information contained in the DDC chart. 
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Groups 

The 87 individuals not exciuded by the cr i ter ia described above were 

divided into three groups depending upon APR scores: Group I consisted of 

posit ive dissimulators (ratings of 1 or 2); Group II contained those accurateiy 

report ing problems (rating of 3); Group III contained negative dissimulators 

(ratings of 4 or 3). The procedure resulted in 13 subjects in Group I, 32 subjects 

in Group I I , and 22 subjects in Group II I . 

PIC Scoring 

Ai l PIC scaies were scored by computer. In addit ion, raw scores were 

obtained for X and zero subscales. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Major Analyses 

Effects of Dissimulation on the X Minus Zero Index 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed in order to assess the 

influence of the three levels of dissimuiation — positive dissimuiation (Group I), 

accurate reporting (Group II), and negative dissimuiation (Group III) ~ on the 

dependent variabie, X_ minus zero. Results of this analysis, shown in Table 1, 

reveal no significant effect of dissimulation on the X_ minus zero index, F̂  (2,84) 

= 0.31. Means and standard deviations for this dependent variable are presented 

in Table 2. It was hypothesized that scores on the )( minus zero index wouid be 

directly related to degree of pathoiogy reported by the parent (e.g., highest for 

the negative dissimuiation group, somewhat less for the accurate reporting 

group, and least for the positive dissimulation group). This hypothesis was not 

supported. Pairwise comparisons between group means, presented in Table 3, are 

all non-significant. Furthermore, two nonpairwise comparisons of interest (Group 

I vs. Groups II and III, and Groups I and II vs Group III) are non-significant. 

Effects of Dissimulation on Validity Scales 

Specific hypotheses were formulated regarding the effects of varying 

levels of dissimulation on X_, zero, and the foilowing validity scales: J-, _F, DEF, 

AD3, INF, J<, and _SD. In order to controi the over-all error rate for this group 

of dependent variabies, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was 

performed using Piilai's Trace V as a test statistic. The results of this MANOVA 

were not significant, _F (18,134) = .87. 

31 
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Table 1 

Analysis of Variance Results for Effects of 

Dissimulation on the X Minus Zero Index 

Source df MS 

Dissimuiation 2 44.12 0.31 

Error 84 144.32 

Total 86 

Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics for X_ Minus Zero Index 

by Dissimulation Group 

Group I Group II Group III 

Standard Standard Standard 
Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Mean Deviation 

-1.23 10.94 -4.00 12.49 -2.73 11.40 
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Table 3 

Pairwise Comparisons between Dissimulation Groups 

on the X Minus Zero Index 

Differences between Means 

^ l ^3 ^2 

X^ = -1.23 - 1.30 2.77 

X^ = -2.73 - 1.27 

X^ = -4.00 

AII differences are nonsignificant at £ > .05 using Duncan's muitipie range test, 

Since specific a priori hypotheses had been formuiated for each validity 

scale, individuai ANOVAs were performed. Means, standard deviations, and _F 

vaiues for these nine variables are presented in Tabie 4. In no case did the _F 

test approach significance, thus, none of the hypotheses was supported. 

Effects of Dissimulation on Clinical Scales 

No hypotheses were made regarding the infiuence that varying ieveis of 

dissimulation might have on the clinical scales of the PIC. In order to examine 

any possibie effects, a MANOVA was performed using dissimulation as the 

independent variabie and the 12 clinicai scales as dependent variables. Again, 

the results of this MANOVA were not significant, _F (24,148) = 0.93. 
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Table 4 

Descriptive Statistics for Validity Scales 

by Dissimulation Group 

' ' ' 1 

Scale 

X 

Zero 

L 

F_ 

DEF 

ADJ 

INF 

K 

2D 

Group 

Mean 

23.77 

27.00 

49.46 

77.38 

41.69 

71.34 

64.31 

42.08 

41.31 

I 

Standard 
Deviation 

8.91 

4.32 

11.92 

27.08 

14.29 

16.42 

22.68 

8.93 

11.18 

Group II 

Mean 

23.96 

27.96 

46.67 

70.79 

46.89 

74.21 

68.08 

43.71 

40.33 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.94 

3.34 

11.31 

22.29 

10.36 

19.38 

27.07 

12.84 

14.32 

Group III 

Mean 

24.03 

26.77 

44.82 

66.73 

46.18 

73.09 

64.91 

40.23 

37.68 

Standard 
Deviation 

8.08 

3.09 

8.80 

30.44 

12.43 

18.08 

32.86 

12.74 

12.63 

F_ 

0.27 

0.47 

0.75 

0.73 

0.83 

0.11 

0.18 

0.63 

0.39 

All F; tests are nonsignificant at £ > ,05. 
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Table 3 shows means, standard deviations, and _F values for each of the 

PIC clinical scales. The degree to which a parent dissimulates in reporting his/ 

her child's difficulties significantly affected scores on only one ciinicai scale, IS 

(Intellectual Screening). Duncan's multiple range test (Tabie 6) revealed a 

significant difference (£ <.03) between mean scores from parents who tend to 

deny their child's probiems (Group I) and those who tend to exaggerate the 

problems (Group III). Somewhat paradoxically, it is parents who are identified as 

denying or minimizing the severity of their chiid's problems who score highest 

on the JS scale on the average. Possible reasons for this result wili be discussed 

in the next chapter. No other pairwise comparisons, or more compiex 

comparisons, were significant for IS. 

Effects of Dissimulation on Supplemental Scales 

No a priori hypotheses were formulated regarding the effects of varying 

levels of dissimuiation on eievations on the PIC supplementai scales. An over-aii 

MANOVA was performed using level of dissimuiation as the independent variabie 

and the 14 supplemental scales as dependent variables. The resuits of this 

MANOVA were nonsignificant, _F (28,144) = 0.76. Means, standard deviations, 

and F tests for this group of scaies are presented in Table 7. None of these _F 

tests was significant. 

Three of the 17 supplemental scaies (INF, K, _SD) were grouped with the 

vaiidity scaies for purposes of analysis. 



Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for Clinical Scales 

by Dissimulation Group 

36 

Scale 

ACH 

JS 
DVL 

SOM 

_D 

FAM 

DLQ 

WDL 

ANX 

PSY 

HPR 

SSK 

Group I 

Mean 

71.69 

92.13 

71.62 

62.62 

63.46 

33.92 

60.69 

61.34 

61.77 

80.46 

34.46 

39.46 

Standard 
Deviation 

14.13 

31.26 

13.91 

16.20 

11.37 

14.78 

13.76 

14.68 

9.82 

28.44 

10.08 

12.18 

Group 

Mean 

69.90 

79.83 

72.60 

38.44 

39.06 

32.19 

63.48 

33.23 

36.81 

73.60 

33.83 

60.62 

II 

Standard 
Deviation 

17.46 

21.82 

17.61 

12.96 

12.63 

10.83 

13.43 

12.09 

13.36 

29.38 

12.71 

12.63 

Group III 

Mean 

70.43 

70.82 

68.27 

33.23 

61.82 

34.68 

64.09 

37.86 

60.23 

71.41 

38.43 

63.77 

Standard 
Deviation 

17.71 

23.38 

17.12 

14.18 

14.29 

16.13 

16.84 

12.81 

11.49 

31.70 

20.84 

13.49 

F; 

0.06 

3.30* 

0.49 

1.19 

0.78 

0.38 

0.23 

1.39 

1.11 

0.38 

0.33 

0.62 

*Significant at £ <.05. 
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Table 6 

Pairwise Comparisons between Dissimulation Groups 

on the Intellectual Screening (15) Scale 

Difference between Means 

^ l ^2 ^3 

X^ = 92.13 - 12.30 21.33* 

X^ = 79.83 - 9.03 

X^ = 70.82 

*£ < .05 using Duncan's multiple range test, 



Table 7 

Descriptive Statistics for Supplemental Scales 

by Dissimulation Group 

5S 

Scale 

AGM 

AGN 

ASO 

CDY 

DP 

E2 
EXC 

EXT 

INT 

I-E 

LDP 

RDS 

2R 
SM 

Grc 

Mean 

66.92 

61.77 

61.46 

33.34 

33.08 

66.69 

60.31 

67.46 

69.13 

49.34 

71.31 

70.62 

44.46 

63.62 

)Up I 

Standard 
Deviation 

16.21 

16.63 

16.18 

17.01 

10.70 

13.99 

13.60 

16.39 

13.02 

11.84 

13.66 

13.84 

12.41 

12.90 

Group II 

Mean 

64.13 

61.73 

60.73 

33.33 

34.19 

66.77 

60.73 

64.40 

62.63 

49.69 

63.79 

64.34 

43.19 

60.10 

Standard 
Deviation 

13.71 

19.83 

16.76 

12.62 

12.31 

12.43 

13.39 

19.07 

12.98 

10.16 

13.96 

18.43 

12.72 

12.33 

Group III 

Mean 

66.39 

63.03 

60.32 

57.77 

34.68 

69.64 

60.36 

64.86 

64.23 

49.36 

64.73 

60.27 

42.32 

38.82 

Standard 
Deviation 

16.07 

21.36 

12.40 

10.73 

13.71 

12.46 

11.64 

16.46 

13.93 

14.34 

14.23 

12.24 

10.48 

12.88 

F_ 

0.32 

0.04 

0.02 

0.29 

0.07 

0.40 

0.01 

0.13 

1.11 

0.01 

1.01 

1.37 

0.13 

0.61 

Ail statistics are nonsignificant at £ >.05. 
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Supplemental Analyses 

Examination of Assumptions of Analysis of Variance 

As can be seen from Tables 1, 4, 3, and 7, the majori ty of the F_ values 

result ing f rom this study are Jess than 1.0 which indicates that the variance 

wi th in experimental groups is larger than the variance between groups. JF ratios 

less that 1.0 may occur as a result of chance since both the numerator and 

denominator are subject to sampling error . However, such ratios also may occur 

because some of the assumptions underlying the design are grossly v io iated 

(K i rk , 1968, p. 59). The F̂  d istr ibut ion is re lat ively unaffected by violat ion of 

the assumption that scores are sampied from a normaJJy distr ibuted populat ion. 

However, for samples of unequal size, as is the case in this study, v ioiat ion of 

the assumption of homogeneity of population-error variances can have a marked 

e f fec t on the test of signif icance (K i rk , 1968, p. 61). Therefore, Bar t le t t 's test 

for homogeneity of variance was performed. The results are presented in Table 

8. The c r i t i ca l value for the test stat is t ic is X (.03;2) = 9.99. Only one scale, 

HPR (Hyperact iv i ty) , showed signi f icant heterogeneity of var iance. However, 

because the group means for HPR are approximately equal but the variances are 

heterogeneous, no t ransformat ion exists that wi l l render HPR data more suitable 

for ANOVA analysis (K i rk , 1968, p. 64). For this reason, the data for the HPR 

scaie were reanalyzed using a nonparametric stat is t ic that does not rely on the 

assumption of homogeneity of var iance. Results of the Kruskal-Wail is one-way 

analysis of variance by ranks reveal a X (.03;2) = 0.06. These results are 

nonsigni f icant , supporting the null hypothesis that the three dissimulation groups 

were drawn from three identicalJy dist r ibuted populations. 

It does not appear that v io lat ion of ANOVA assumptions was a major 
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factor in the occurrence of _F values less than 1.0. A more likely explanation is 

that the experimental groups were simply drawn from the same basic popuiation 

and, therefore, the experimental means are not significantly different for the 

three groups. In other words, random error variance within each group 

contributes as much or more to the _F ratio as does the experimental 

manipulation. 

Table 8 

Bartlett's Test of Homogeneity of Variances 

)<_-Zero 

X 

Zero 

L 

_F 

DEF 

ADJ 

INF 

K 

_SD 

ACH 

J2 
DVL 

SOM 

D 

FAM 

Group I 
Variance 

119.69 

79.36 

18.67 

142.10 

733.26 

204.23 

269.77 

314.40 

SO.OS 

123.06 

199.73 

977.14 

233.09 

262.39 

133.77 

218.41 

Group II 
Variance 

136.04 

62.98 

30.70 

127.93 

496.80 

112.21 

383.27 

732.26 

164.76 

210.78 

304.91 

476.23 

310.28 

168.03 

160.13 

117.33 

Group III 
Variance 

129.92 

63.82 

23.90 

77.39 

926.78 

134.44 

327.04 

369.32 

162.28 

139.46 

313.69 

336.23 

292.97 

201.14 

204.23 

260.23 

b 

.46 

.27 

1.13 

1.99 

3.20 

2.16 

.62 

.83 

2.19 

1.46 

.83 

2.83 

.19 

1.10 

.76 

3.61 
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Table 8 (continued) 

DLQ 

WDL 

ANX 

PSY 

HPR 

SSK 

AGM 

AGN 

ASO 

CDY 

DP 

E2 
EXC 

EXT 

INT 

I-E 

LDP 

RDS 

2R 
SM 

189.23 

213.44 

96.33 

809.10 

101.60 

148.27 

262.91 

276.69 

261.94 

289.44 

114.41 

233.73 

184.90 

268.77 

223.64 

140.27 

186.73 

230.92 

133.94 

166.42 

180.37 

146.14 

183.77 

874.93 

161.34 

160.01 

187.88 

393.97 

280.13 

139.24 

136.39 

134.37 

184.79 

363.83 

168.34 

103.24 

194.91 

340.37 

161.73 

132.32 

283.61 

164.12 

131.99 

1004.02 

434.16 

181.99 

238.23 

436.43 

133.83 

113.61 

188.04 

133.19 

133.38 

271.08 

234.47 

203.77 

202.49 

149.73 

109.73 

163.96 

1.64 

.78 

2.14 

.21 

10.97* 

.19 

1.06 

.89 

2.42 

3.43 

.89 

1.43 

.71 

.S5 

1.43 

3.78 

.03 

4.41 

1.03 

.07 

*Significant at £ < .01. 

Item-by-Item Analysis 

It is apparent that the three experimentai groups do not differ 

significantly on the PIC scaies with the exception of t h e j ^ s c a l e . In order to 

examine the possibility that the dissimuiation groups may differ in their 
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responses to individual items, a chi-square test was performed for each of the 

600 PIC items. The c r i t i ca l value for the test stat ist ic is x^ (.03;2)=3.99. The 

three groups di f fered signif icant ly in their responses to 28 items. These items 

are presented in Tabie 9 along with the percentage of " t rue" responses given by 

each experimentai group. If the 600 test statist ics were entireiy independent of 

each other, one could expect approximateiy 30 of these tests to be signif icant 

by chance at the 2<.05 ievel . While the 600 PIC items, and thus the stat ist ics, 

are cieariy in ter re la ted, it is impossible to determine the degree or nature of 

these relationships preciseiy. Thus, no f i rm interpretations can be made from 

2 

these results. However, it is possible that a large number of these signif icant X 

tests may represent spurious findings. 
2 

Tabie 10 shows how the 28 items yieiding signif icant X tests are d is t r i -

buted among the PIC scaies. In addit ion, the F_ vaiues (from the original data 

analysis) associated wi th each scale are presented. Inspection of Table 10 

suggests that there is oniy a slight relationship between frequency of items on a 

given PIC scale which yieid signif icant X tests and the JF vaiue associated with 

that scale. This impression is supported by the Pearson product moment 

corre iat ion coef f ic ient £=0.22 between frequency and F̂ . In other words, ind iv i -

duai items which wouid appear to be answered di f ferent iy by the experimentai 

groups are not necessariiy concentrated on scales which have higher 

probabii i t ies of d i f ferent ia t ing between experimental groups. Again, this may be 

a funct ion of the spurious nature of many of the signif icant chi-squares. 
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Table 9 

Significant Chi-Square Comparisons of Dissimulation Groups by Item 

Item 

21 

30 

63 

92 

127 

143 

133 

193 

199 

203 

211 

227 

231 

294 

311 

339 

367 

483 

489 

317 

324 

336 

347 

Percent Answering 

Group I 

86.68 

20.00 

60.00 

46.67 

33.33 

60.00 

33.33 

26.67 

0.00 

66.67 

33.33 

66.67 

80.00 

76.92 

80.00 

60.00 

46.67 

42.86 

61.34 

80.00 

33.33 

37.14 

6.67 

Group II 

67.80 

1.69 

39.29 

13.79 

33.90 

43.76 

44.83 

6.78 

23.42 

37.29 

3.39 

71.19 

44.07 

47.46 

44.83 

42.37 

11.86 

6.78 

71.19 

79.31 

83.03 

34.48 

33.39 

True 

Group III 

30.00 

10.71 

66.67 

20.69 

13.79 

22.22 

72.41 

24.14 

6.90 

24.14 

6.90 

93.10 

42.86 

28.37 

41.38 

17.24 

20.69 

10.71 

92.86 

31.72 

86.21 

13.79 

48.28 

X^ 

6.10 

7.17 

6.17 

7.88 

7.73 

6.69 

8.08 

6.78 

8.31 

7.62 

13.62 

6.22 

6.77 

8.48 

6.83 

8.88 

9.30 

13.29 

6.60 

7.^5 

7.53 

8.69 

7.33 

£ 

0.05 

0.03 

0.05 

0.02 

0.02 

0.04 

0.02 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

0.001 

0.04 

0.03 

0.01 

0.03 

0.01 

0.01 

0.001 

0.04 

0.02 

0.02 

0.01 

0.02 
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Table 9 (continued) 

334 

371 

386 

387 

600 

80.00 

40.00 

6.67 

64.29 

66.67 

34.24 

69.49 

32.20 

43.10 

79.66 

41.38 

80.77 

44.83 

21.43 

96.43 

3.93^ 

7.41 

6.61 

7.70 

6.63 

0.05 

0.02 

0.04 

0.02 

0.04 

1 2 

The X value for Item 334 of 3.93 very neariy equais the critical vaiue of 

3.99. The actual value of £ is 0.0312 for this item. 
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Table 10 

Frequency of Items Yielding Significant Chi-Square Tests 

by PIC Scale 

Validity Scales 

Scale Frequency F 

X 

Zero 

J. 
_F 

DEF 

ADJ 

INF 

K 

SD 

1 

3 

0 

2 

1 

3 

0 

0 

1 

0.27 

0.47 

0.75 

0.73 

0.83 

0.11 

0.18 

0.63 

0.39 

Clinical Scales 

Scale Frequency F 

ACH 

i2 
DVL 

SOM 

_D 

FAM 

DLQ 

WDL 

ANX 

PSY 

HPR 

SSK 

3 

3 

2 

2 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

3 

3 

1 

0.06 

3.30* 

0.49 

1.19 

0.79 

0.38 

0.23 

1.39 

1.11 

0.38 

0.33 

0.62 

Supplementai Scales 

Scale Frequecy F̂  

AGM 

AGN 

ASO 

CDY 

DP 

_E2 
EXC 

EXT 

INT 

I-E 

LDP 

RDS 

2R 
SM 

1 

1 

0 

3 

6 

3 

0 

2 

2 

1 

3 

1 

3 

3 

0.32 

0.04 

0.02 

0.29 

0.07 

0.40 

0.01 

0.13 

1.11 

0.01 

1.01 

1.37 

0.13 

0.61 

*Significant at £ < .05. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Overview of Experimental Hypotheses and Results 

X, Zero, and Validity Scales 

In general, it was hypothesized that eievations on PIC (Personaiity 

Inventory for Children) scales would vary with the degree to which the parent 

tended to deny his/her child's problems as judged by a ciinician. Severai scales 

were of particular interest and, therefore, a priori hypotheses were formuiated. 

First, it was hypothesized that scores on an )( minus zero index would be 

directly related to the degree of pathology reported. That is, it was expected 

that )( minus zero scores wouid be highest for the negative dissimuiation group 

(Group III), less for the accurate reporting group (Group II), and least for the 

positive dissimulation group (Group I). Second, it was hypothesized that there 

would be an inverse reiationship between the degree of exaggeration of 

pathology and zero item endorsement. The third hypothesis was that there would 

be a direct relationship between the degree of exaggeration of pathology and X_ 

item endorsement. Fourth, a direct reiationship was hypothesized between 

degree of exaggeration and eievations on the F̂ , AD3, and INF scaies. Finally, it 

was hypothesized that there would be an inverse reiationship between degree of 

exaggeration and elevations on the j - . , DEF, K, and _SD scales. None of the a 

priori hypotheses was supported by the data. 

Clinical and Supplemental Scales 

In addition to the vaiidity scales, ail other clinicai and supplemental 

66 
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scales were examined. Only one scale, J 2 (Inteiiectuai Screening), showed 

asignificant difference among the three dissimulation groups. On this 

scale, positive dissimulators (Group I) had significantly higher mean scores than 

negative dissimulators (Group III). While no specific hypothesis was presented 

for the J 2 scaie, this resuit wouid seem to be somewhat paradoxical. Parents 

identified by clinicians as minimizing their child's problem appear to be 

reporting greater concern about their child's intellectuai abiiities than parents 

identified as exaggerating their child's problems. One might specuiate that 

parents at the Developmental Disabilities Center (DDC) prefer to attribute their 

child's difficulties to inteilectual rather than emotional or behavioral causes. 

For example, a clinician may judge that the parent is dissimulating positively 

with regard to an emotional problem which the parent is attributing to mentai 

retardation. However, this notion is seemingly contradicted by the very high 

mean scores produced by the positive dissimuiation group on the PSY (Psychosis) 

scaie. 

However, no other significant differences were observed among the three 

experimental groups aside from the J 2 scale. There are several possible 

expianations for the absence of expected results: (a) the PIC scaies may not be 

sensitive to the types of dissimuiation observed by the ciinicians; (b) the APR 

was not sufficientiy sensitive in representing the ciinicians impressions; or (c) 

the judgments of dissimulation were not reliable in differentiating the groups of 

parents. 

Statistical Power 

As discussed in the preceding chapters, the basic assumptions of the 

analysis of variance design appear to have been fulfiiied adequateiy. However, 
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the statistical power of the tests must be considered. Since the power of the 

test is a function of the difference between groups, the error variance, and the 

number of subjects per group, an insufficient number of subjects may result in 

failure to detect a clinicaily relevant difference. To explore this possibility, a 

post hoc examination was done to determine the number of subjects that would 

have been required for a power of approximately .80 given the observed 

difference ÍDetween the largest and smallest group means and the square root of 

the MS error term (Kirk, 1968, p. 109). Several scaies of interest were selected 

for this analysis, and the resuits are presented in Table 11. It is apparent that 

23 subjects per group wouid have been sufficient to detect the rather large 

difference between Group I and Group III on the J 2 scale. The RDS scale, which 

produced the second largest F_ ratio, showed a difference of 10.33 points 

between the iargest and smallest group. This finding is of interest because 10 

_T-score points may be about the smailest difference between groups that would 

be clinically useful. As Table 11 indicates, 55 subjects per group wouid have 

been required to achieve a power of .83. Only Group II approached this number 

with 32 subjects. The X minus zero index and zero scaie also were examined 

because they were of particular interest theoretically and because they 

produced fairly typical _F ratios. As Table 11 indicates, an extremeiy large 

number of subjects would have been required to produce adequate power to 

detect the differences observed for the X^ minus zero index and the zero scale. 

It may be concluded that a substantial increase in subjects to 55 per 

group probably would have resulted in the addition of very few scaies with 

statistically significant and also ciinicaily meaningfui differences between 

groups. Furthermore, due to the apparent distribution of positive and negative 
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dissimuiators in the DDC population, an unrealisticaily iarge number of subjects 

wouid have been required to fill Groups I and III to 55 subjects each. Thus, for 

practical purposes, the statisticai power of the current study appears to have 

been adequate to detect most clinically reievant differences. 

Table 11 

Post Hoc Analysis of £ Required for Power 

of .80 for Selected PIC Scales 

' • • ' • " '—— 

Scale Largest Difference n_ Required Power 

J 2 21.33* 23 .81 

RDS 10.33 55 .83 

X - Zero 2.77 373 .82 

Zero 1.19 373 .82 

*This difference is statisticaiiy significant. 

Comparison with Earlier Studies 

The hypotheses of the present study were suggested by a iarge number of 

studies utilizing personality inventories of simiiar construction to the PIC. In 

many cases subtle/obvious scales and validity scales were useful in 

distinguishing between positive and negative dissimuiation groups. Most of these 

are analogue studies in that subjects were asked to deliberateiy faisify their 

responses in some particular way (cf. Anthony, 1971; Branca <5c Podoinick, 1961; 
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Braun <5c Constantini, 1970; Exner et al., 1963; Gough, 1947, 1930). The present 

study differs from eariier studies in that the subjects, parents of ciinic clients, 

were given standard ("honest") instructions and then rated on degree of 

dissimulation by clinicians. This change in methodolgy makes the results more 

clinically relevant but also may be partially responsible for the absence of 

significant results. It may be that subjects instructed to dissimulate produce 

larger mean differences than subjects who dissimulate spontaneously. If this is 

true, the present study may cast doubts on the usefuiness of the analogue 

studies which may produce artificial differences with little clinical meaning. 

General Characteristics of the Experimental Population 

On the average, regardless of experimentai group, the subjects in this 

study appeared to be quite wiliing to report problems on the PIC. Whether this 

is interpreted as low defensiveness or a tendency to exaggerate, the trend 

appeared in a variety of ways. The mean scores for ail three groups were beiow 

a X-score of 50 on ali PIC scaies designed to measure defensiveness: L., DEF, K_, 

and _2D. Secondiy, a willingness to report probiems was indicated by significantiy 

high scores on _F, AD3, ACH, IS, DVL, and PSY as well as eievations above a 1_-

score of 50 on almost all other scales. While this pattern may be expected from 

individuals voiuntarily presenting themselves for services at a ciinic, it does not 

correspond entireiy to the clinicai impressions of the staff at DDC. That is, this 

pattern does not reflect the smail group of positive dissimuiators observed to be 

quite defensive by the ciinicians. One possible explanation is that parents tend 

to respond less defensiveiy on the PIC than in an interview which eliminated 

the predicted effects on PIC scales of positive dissimuiation. Another possibility 

is that the PIC is generaily resistant to attempts to dissimulate positively. If 
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either of these possibilit ies can be empiricaily conf irmed, confidence in the 

c l in ica l use of the PIC wouid be increased. 

It also is possible that dissimulation is not as common as many clinnicians 

assume. This seems born out by the ciinicians judgments that over 60% (33/87) 

of the sample was responding accurately. Thus, when the parents' report of 

chi id behavior is at variance wi th other sources of information such as test data 

or c l in ic ian's impressions, it becomes part icularly important for the ci inician to 

c la r i fy these discrepancies. A t this point it may be wise to trust parental 

descriptions to a greater degree. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

The results of the present study suggest a variety of refinements that 

may be applied in future attempts to detect dissimuiation using the PIC. First , 

it may be possibie to l imit the within group variance somewhat by selecting a 

more homogeneous subject popuiation. For exampie, subjects could be i imited to 

those wi th presenting problems of one generai type such as emotionai problems 

(depression, anxiety, wi thdrawal , e t c ) , or intel lectual/academic problems 

(mental re tardat ion, poor academic achievement, delayed deveiopment, e t c ) , or 

behavioral problems (delinquency, aggressiveness, e t c ) . 

A second refinement might involve greater discrimination of the charac-

ter is t ics of the dissimulation observed. For exampie, the parent might compiain 

extensively about his/her child's disobedience and acting out whiie denying 

serious mental retardat ion. Thus, the parent may be exaggerating a behaviorai 

probiem while being quite defensive regarding an intel iectuai def ic i t . 

Th i rd , while the X and zero items of the present study were not e f fec t ive 

in distinguishing among the dissimuiation groups, there are a variety of other 
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methods for ident i fy ing subtle/obvious items. Another of these methods, 

described in Chapter I, may prove useful wi th the PIC. 

Four th, it may be possible to develop a dissimulation scale for the PIC 

similar to Gough's Ds scale (Gough, 1934). Items which signi f icant ly 

distinguished positive and negative dissimuiators from accurate responders could 

be developed. A dissimuiation scale composed of these items could be cross-

val idated on an independent sample. 

Final ly, the possible resistance of the PIC to positive dissimulation, 

suggested above, could be examined more closely. A manipulation could be 

devised which would increase defensiveness in the subjects. A design simiiar to 

the analogue studies described earlier also may be usefui here. 

Summary 

The present study developed from a cl inical need to identi fy parents who 

are not report ing accurately the probiems their chi ld is experiencing (if any). It 

was hypothsized that elevations on PIC val idi ty scales wouid vary with the 

degree to which the parent was judged by a professional to be dissimuiating 

either posit ively or negativeiy. In addition to the existing val idi ty scaies, two 

new scales were developed for the PIC ()( and zero). These were modeied af ter 

scales found to be useful in detecting deliberate dissimuiation on the MMPI. 

None of the a pr ior i hypotheses was supported. That is, none of the PIC 

vai id i ty scaies or new scaies was eievated di f ferent ia i iy by the three 

experimental groups (positive dissimulation, accurate report ing, negative dissim-

ulat ion). One c i in ical scale, the J 2 scale, did show a signif icant di f ference 

between the positive and negative dissimulation groups. However, the direct ion 

of this di f ference was opposite what was expected. 
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The present study dif fers from similar studies on other instruments in at 

least one important way. In the vast majority of simiiar studies, subjects were 

asked to fake delilDerately their responses in a part icular way- In the present 

study, subjects who appeared to be dissimulating spontaneously were used. The 

negative results found here may have impiications for the cl inical usefulness of 

analogue studies. Suggestions for future research are presented. 
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Appendix A: 

X Items 

86 

True False 

6 

38 

137 

236 

427 

368 

13 

62 

133 

273 

443 

376 

19 

78 

163 

320 

449 

382 

24 

ZO 

181 

330 

491 

387 

23 

103 

239 

339 

328 

33 

128 

244 

360 

341 

1 i i 

4 

134 

233 

303 

394 

• 

14 

173 

264 

306 

424 

32 

191 

273 

308 

431 

39 

233 

283 

310 

431 

86 

230 

288 

347 

464 

103 

234 

300 

372 



Appendix B: 

Zero Items by Age Group 

True 

All Ages: 

False 

%7 

129 136 368 428 439 31 

197 

343 

478 

37 

203 

386 

394 

43 

210 

393 

48 

231 

433 

114 

269 

437 

188 

324 

476 

Ages 3-3 Only; 

134 157 266* 490 63 73 84 186 228 390 

462 347 

Ages 6-16 Only; 

192 10 

226 

389 

562 

39 

232 

474 

98 

243 

481 

177 

238 

335 

196 202 

266* 335 

538 551 

*Item 266 is scored True for the 3-5 age group and Faise for the 6-16 age 

group. 
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Appendix C: 

ACCURACY OF PROBLEM-REPORTING BY PARENTS 

Name (or Case No.) of Chiid: 

Sex: Maie Female 

Age: 

Test Date: 

Grade: 

Informant: Mother Father Other (Specify) 

Interviewer (Rater); 

From your knowledge of and interaction with , please rate the 
accuracy of the parent's report of the chiid's primary presenting probiem on the 
foilowing five-point scaie. (Circie one number.) 

1 —Parent does not identify or descriÍDe any probiems; denies 
unacceptabie behavior in chiid; is quite defensive. 

2—Parent may see a probiem but denies that it is very significant; 
is somewhat defensive; is unaware of the extent of the child's 
probiem. 

3—Parent is not defensive; sees probJem/Cleariy; accepts appropri-
ate responsibiiity for the probiem; ís open; does not exaggerate 
probiems. 

4—Parent tends to siightiy exaggerate the chiid's probiems; minor 
difficulties and normai chiidhood behaviors are seen as probiem 
behaviors. 

5—Parent reports seriousiy exaggerated probiems in an apparentiy 
normai chiid or in a chiid with oniy mild probiems. 
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